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We investigate the competition between antiferromagnetism and triplet superconductivity in quasi-one-
dimensional electron systems. We show that the two order parameters can be unified using a SO(4) symmetry
and demonstrate the existence of such symmetry in one-dimensional Luttinger liquids of interacting electrons.
We argue that approximate SO(4) symmetry remains valid even when interchain hopping is strong enough to
turn the system into a strongly anisotropic Fermi liquid. For unitary triplet superconductors SO(4) symmetry
requires a first order transition between antiferromagnetic and superconducting phases. Analysis of thermal
fluctuations shows that the transition between the normal and the superconducting phases is weakly first order,
and the normal to antiferromagnet phase boundary has a tricritical point, with the transition being first order in
the vicinity of the superconducting phase. We propose that this phase diagram explains coexistence regions
between the superconducting and the antiferromagnetic phases, and between the antiferromagnetic and the
normal phases observed insTMTSFd2PF6. For nonunitary triplet superconductors the SO(4) symmetry predicts
the existence of a mixed phase of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity. We discuss experimental tests of
the SO(4) symmetry in neutron scattering and tunneling experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quasi-one-dimensional compounds can display a rich va-
riety of phases, including spin-Peierls, charge density wave,
spin density wave, and superconducting orders.1–5 Due to the
large anisotropy in their crystal structure, these materials are
often modeled as a collection of weakly coupled Luttinger
liquids. The wealth of phases seen in these compounds is
then attributed to the intrinsic instability of one-dimensional
electron systems towards the formation of quasi long range
order.6 As temperature is lowered, correlations along indi-
vidual chains grow, until the coupling between chains stabi-
lize true long range order. In the current paper, we follow this
approach to study the interplay between triplet superconduc-
tivity (TSC) and antiferromagnetism(AF) in quasi-one-
dimensional electron systems. The starting point of our dis-
cussion is an observation that, for weak umklapp scattering,
one-dimensional Luttinger liquids at half-filling have SO(4)
symmetry at the boundary between AF and TSC phases.
Near this boundary, the two order parameters can be unified
using SO(4) symmetry, leading to strong constrains on the
topology of the phase diagram and on the spectrum of low
energy collective excitations.

Our analysis is motivated by quasi-one-dimensional
Bechgaard saltssTMTSFd2X, and their sulphurated counter-
partssTMTTFd2X. The most well studied material from this
family sTMTSFd2PF6 is an antiferromagnetic insulator at
ambient pressure and becomes a superconductor at high
pressure.7–11 The symmetry of the superconducting order pa-
rameter in sTMTSFd2PF6 is not yet fully established,12

but there is strong evidence that electron pairing is spin trip-
let: the superconductingTc is strongly suppressed by
disorder;13–17 critical magnetic fieldHc2 in the interchain di-
rection exceeds the paramagnetic limit;18,19 the electron spin
susceptibility, obtained from the Knight shift measurements,

does not decrease belowTc.
20 In another material from this

family, sTMTSFd2ClO4, superconductivity is stable at ambi-
ent pressure and also shows signatures of triplet pairing.21–24

Insulator to superconductor transition as a function of pres-
sure has also been found forsTMTSFd2AsF6(Ref. 25) and
sTMTTFd2PF6.

26

There are two aspects of the SO(4) symmetry between
antiferromagnetism and triplet superconductivity that we ad-
dress in this paper.

Classical SO(4) symmetry: We consider the possible
emergence of the classical(static) symmetry at a finite tem-
perature critical point. We introduce a Ginzburg–Landau
(GL) free energy to describe the interaction between the AF
and TSC orders, and we study the effects of thermal fluctua-
tions through a largeN expansion and renormalization group
(RG) analyses ind=4−e andd=2+e dimensions. For a uni-
tary TSC, which we argue to describe Bechgaard salts, we
find a first order transition between AF and TSC phases, a
first order transition between AF and normal phases ending
in a tricritical point, and a weakly first order transition be-
tween TSC and normal phases. For a nonunitary TSC we find
a mixed phase in which AF and TSC orders are present si-
multaneously. We argue that the system is close to having an
SO(4) symmetric tetracritical point, but there is a narrow line
of direct first order transitions between the normal and the
mixed phase.(For a detailed discussion of the distinction
between unitary and nonunitary TSC, see Sec. III A.)

Quantum SO(4) symmetry: We introduce a quantum
SO(4) rotor model which encapsulates key features of the
competition between AF and TSC orders. We use this model
to study collective excitations in the system in various
phases. We argue that theQ-excitation, which gives one of
the generators of the SO(4) algebra, should give rise to a
sharp resonance in spin polarized neutron scattering in the
TSC phase. We further predict that in the case of a unitary
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TSC the energy of theQ-resonance should decrease to nearly
zero at the phase boundary with the AF phase. Such mode
softening is not expected generally near a first order transi-
tion and would be a unique signature of the enhanced sym-
metry at the transition point.

Bechgaard salts belong to a class of strongly correlated
electron systems displaying proximity of a superconducting
state to some kind of magnetically ordered insulating state.
Other examples include the highTc cuprates,27 heavy fer-
mion superconductors,28,29 and in most cases the supercon-
ducting (SC) order parameter is spin singlet(s or d wave)
and the insulating state has antiferromagnetic or spin density
wave order. Symmetry principles have been introduced to
study the competition of order parameters in some of these
systems. In Zhang’s SO(5) theory of high Tc
superconductivity,30 antiferromagnetism andd-wave super-
conductivity are treated as components of a five-dimensional
order parameter. In addition to the generators of the usual
charge SO(2) and spin SO(3) symmetries, newp-operators
are introduced, which rotate superconductivity and antiferro-
magnetism into each other. A combination of analytical ap-
proximations and numerical results can be used to argue an
approximate SO(5) theory of a class of two-dimensional lat-
tice models, such as the Hubbard and thet-J model.31,32The
SO(5) symmetry has also been used to discuss quasi two-
dimensional organick-BEDT-TTF salts.33 The unification
approach based on higher symmetries has been generalized
to several other types of competing states. SO(5) and SO(8)
symmetries have been used to classify possible many-body
ground states in electronic ladders.34,35 SO(6) symmetry has
been introduced to discuss competing striped phases and su-
perconductivity in the cuprates36 SO(4) symmetry has been
used to combines-wave superconductivity and charge den-
sity wave orders in the negativeU Hubbard model,37,38 as
well as d-wave superconductivity andd-density wave
phases.39,40 It was also suggested that the SO(5) algebra can
be used to combine ferromagnetism and triplet superconduc-
tivity in quasi-two-dimensional Sr2RuO4,

41 although the ex-
istence of microscopic models with such symmetry has not
been demonstrated.

There are several reasons why Bechgaard salts, and
sTMTSFd2PF6 in particular, are promising candidates for ex-
perimental observation of the emergence of high symmetry
from the competition of two orders. The insulator to super-
conductor transition in these materials is tuned by pressure,
so the entire phase diagram can be explored in a single
sample. This compares favorably to the cuprate supercon-
ductors, where the AF/SC transition appears as a function of
doping and different samples are required to investigate vari-
ous regimes. Another important advantage of Bechgaard
salts is that they may be well described by a microscopic
Luttinger liquid Hamiltonian, for which we can demonstrate
the existence of SO(4) symmetry using standard bosoniza-
tion analysis. This is in contrast to the highTc cuprates, in
which approximations need to be made in order to even de-
fine generators of the SO(5) symmetry.30,42,43A related issue
is the question of quasiparticles in the AF insulating state and
in the d-wave superconducting phase. In the former case the
quasiparticle spectrum is fully gapped while in the latter case
there are nodal quasiparticles. It is not presently known how

this difference affects a quantum SO(5) symmetry for collec-
tive bosonic degrees of freedom. An advantage of the SO(4)
symmetry in sTMTSFd2PF6 is that quasiparticles are fully
gapped in both the superconducting and the insulating
phases.

Recent neutron scattering experiments demonstrated the
existence of strong AF fluctuations in a triplet supercon-
ductor Sr2RuO4.

44–46 This material is not quasi one-
dimensional, but it has nested pieces of the Fermi surface
(see, e.g., Ref. 44). Thus, we expect that this material may
also show some qualitative features of the competition be-
tween AF and TSC discussed in this paper.

We note that our approach is phenomenological in nature,
since we do not attempt to obtain Luttinger parameters start-
ing from microscopic considerations. Instead, we observe
that Bechgaard salts remain strongly anisotropic even close
to the AF/TSC phase boundary. Hence, we argue that the
Luttinger parameter should be such that individual 1d chains
should be in the vicinity of such phase transition. By starting
with the Luttinger Hamiltonian, we derive the SO(4) symme-
try as its immediate consequence. We note, however, that the
Luttinger liquid physics is not a necessary requirement for
observing SO(4) symmetry near the AF/TSC phase bound-
ary. Several groups have argued that near the TSC phase of
Bechgaard salts, the interchain tunneling is sufficient to sup-
press Luttinger liquid behavior in favor of a strongly aniso-
tropic Fermi liquid.47,48We will argue below that an approxi-
mate classical SO(4) symmetry will be present near the AF/
TSC boundary even if the ordered phases arise from a Fermi
liquid state, although we still rely on the assumption that
interchain hopping of electrons is much smaller than intra-
chain hopping(this condition is satisfied for Bechgaard salts,
see Sec. VIII). Similarly, we expect that theQ resonance will
be present even in a strongly anisotropic Fermi liquid, whose
observation will verify the approximate quantum SO(4) sym-
metry. In this paper, for concreteness, we will concentrate on
the case where the ordered phases emerge from Luttinger
liquid behavior on individual chains.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
the Luttinger liquid model for interacting electrons in one
dimension. For incommensurate band filling, we show that
along the transition line between the TSC and the SDW
phases, this model has SOs33SOs4d symmetry. At half-
filling we argue that, for weak umklapp, this symmetry is
reduced to SO(4) symmetry. For quasi-one-dimensional sys-
tems such as Bechgaard salts we argue that this SO(4) sym-
metry provides a unified description of AF and TSC orders.
In Sec. III we discuss a general GL free energy for the inter-
play between magnetism and triplet superconductivity at fi-
nite temperatures, and present mean field diagrams for these
orders. In Sec. IV we analyze thermal fluctuations using 4
−e RG analysis and demonstrate the absence of stable fixed
points, which could control multicritical points in the phase
diagram. In Sec. V we analyze the case of unitary TSC com-
peting with AF by extending the spin SO(3) group to a
SOsNd algebra and using largeN analysis. In Sec. VI we
investigate the interplay of nonunitary TSC and AF using
large N approach and RG analysis forN.3 in 4−e and 2
+e dimensions. We also discuss a physically relevant case of
N=3. In Sec. VII we introduce an effective SO(4) quantum
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rotor model that condenses the essential features of the com-
petition between the two phases. We use this model to study
collective excitations in various phases. In Sec. VIII we dis-
cuss SO(4) symmetry in highly anisotropic Fermi liquids. In
Sec. IX we review experimental implications of the SO(4)
symmetry for Bechgaard salts. Finally, in Sec. X we summa-
rize our results.

II. MICROSCOPIC ORIGIN OF THE SYMMETRY

A. SO„3…ÃSO„4… symmetry at incommensurate filling

Consider a one-dimensional electron gas with the Hamil-
tonian:

H = H0 + H1 + H2 + H4

H0 = o
rks

ser,ks− mdar,ks
† ar,ks

H1 =
g1

L o a+,ks
† a−,pt

† a+,p+qta−,k−qs

H2 =
g2

L o a+,k+qs
† a−,p−qt

† a−,pta+,ks

H4 =
g4

L o a+,k+qs
† a+,p−qt

† a+,pta+,ks

+
g4

L o a−,k+qs
† a−,p−qt

† a−,pta−,ks. s1d

Here,a±,ks
† create right/left moving electrons with momenta

±kf +k and spins, and we assume linearized dispersion of
electronser,ks−m=rv fk. In the Hamiltonian(1) the interac-
tion termg1 describes backward scattering and termsg2 and
g4 describe forward scattering. For now, we assume that the
system has incommensurate filling, so that umklapp pro-
cesses are not allowed. The phase diagram for this system
obtained from the renormalization group analysis has been
discussed extensively before(see, e.g., Refs. 49 and 50) and
is shown in Fig. 1.

For the current discussion, we concentrate on the region
of the phase diagram near the transition line between the
TSC and the SDW phases atKr=1, i.e.,

g1 = 2g2. s2d

We demonstrate that on this line the system has a SOs3d
3SOs4d symmetry that unifies order parameters of the two
phases.

The total spin operators are defined as

Sa =
1

2 o
r,kss8

ar,ks
† sss8

a ,ar,ks8, s3d

wheresss8
a are the usual Pauli matrices. These operators form

a spin SO(3) algebra

fSa,Sbg = ieabgSg. s4d

We can also combine the charge operators for right and left
moverssr = ± d:

Qr =
1

2o
ks
Sar,ks

† ar,ks−
1

2
D s5d

and the operators

Qr
† = ro

k

ar,k↑
† ar,−k↓

† s6d

to form two separate isospin SO(3) algebras

Jx
r =

1

2
sQr

† + Qrd

Jy
r =

1

2i
sQr

† − Qrd

Jz
r = Qr

fJa
r ,Jb

r8g = idr,r8e
abcJc

r . s7d

The total isospin group is therefore SOs4disospin=SOs3dR

3SOs3dL. Note that, since spin and isospin operators com-
mute, fSa ,Jb

r g=0, they jointly define a closed SOs3dspin

3SOs4disospin algebra.
The total spin,Sa, and the total charge,Q++Q−, always

commute with the Hamiltonian(1). In addition, due to the
absence of umklapp at incommensurate filling,Q+ and Q−
are conserved separately. As shown in Appendix A using
bosonization, when the condition(2) is satisfied, theQr op-
erators also commute with the Hamiltonian. Hence, the sys-
tem has full SOs3d3SOs4d symmetry at the phase boundary
between TSC and SDW phases. We emphasize that the
SOs3d3SOs4d symmetry of Luttinger liquids at the SDW/
TSC boundary is generic and does not require fine tuning of
the parameters. SOs4disospin invariance has been discussed in
quasi one-dimensional systems with highly anisotropic spin
interactions.51,52 The Qr operators in Eq.(6) are reminiscent
of the h operators introduced by Yang to study the Hubbard
model,37,38but we will show in Sec. III B that the two sets of

FIG. 1. Phase diagram for a one-dimensional system of interact-
ing spin-1/2 fermions (Ref. 50). Here Kr

2=s2pv f +2g4+g1

−2g2d / s2pv f +2g4−g1+2g2d. SDW and CDW correspond to spin
and charge density wave states, SS and TS to singlet and triplet
superconducting phases.
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operators define different symmetry groups and apply to dif-
ferent systems.

Spin density wave order away from half-filling is de-
scribed by a complex vector order parameter:

Fa = o
kss8

a+,ks
† sss8

a a−,ks8. s8d

For quasi-one-dimensional systems, the band structure re-
stricts the orbital component of the triplet superconducting
order to beCspd~px, wherex is the direction parallel to the
chains. Thus, the TSC order parameter is also described by a
complex vector:

Ca
† =

1

i
o
kss8

a+,ks
† ssas2dss8a−,−ks8

† . s9d

The factor of −i is introduced for convenience, −is2

;s 0 −1
1 0

d. The four vector order parameters ReF, Im F,
ReC, and ImC can be combined into a 433 matrix,

P̂ = 1sReCdx sIm Cdx sReFdx sIm Fdx

sReCdy sIm Cdy sReFdy sIm Fdy

sReCdz sIm Cdz sReFdz sIm Fdz
2 . s10d

Each column ofP̂ transforms independently as a vector un-
der the action of the spin group,

fSa,Pb̄bg = ieabgPb̄g. s11d

The action of the isospin group onP̂ is easiest to understand
in terms of the operatorsIa=Ja

++Ja
− and La=Ja

+−Ja
−. For a

fixed row of P̂, the action of the isospin generators in the
basissReCa , Im Ca ,ReFa , Im Fad is represented by

Ix =1
0 0 0 0

0 0 − i 0

0 i 0 0

0 0 0 0
2 Lx =1

0 0 0 − i

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

i 0 0 0
2

Iy =1
0 0 − i 0

0 0 0 0

i 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
2 Ly =1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 i

0 0 0 0

0 − i 0 0
2 . s12d

Iz =1
0 i 0 0

− i 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
2 Lz =1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 i

0 0 − i 0
2

Once the fourth component is identified as the “time-like”
direction, this is the(Euclidean) Lorentz group, with theIa
acting as rotations and theLa acting as boosts. Hence, the
rows of order parameterPāa transform in the vector repre-
sentation of the SOs4disospin group.

B. SO(4) symmetry at half filling

In Bechgaard saltssTMTSFd2X, three out of every four
conduction states are occupied. At quarter filling, umklapp
processes involving interactions of four electrons are al-
lowed. Such interactions are weak, and furthermore are irrel-
evant in the RG sense forKr.1/4 (we remind the readers
that we are interested in the regime near the SDW/TSC
boundary, whereKr<1).53 On the other hand, due to struc-
tural dimerization in Bechgaard salts,54 a gap splits the con-
duction band into a completely filled lower band and a half-
filled upper band. Hence, Bechgaard salts are half-filled
systems. At half filling, the Hamiltonian(1) must be modi-
fied to include two-electron umklapp scattering processes:

H3 =
g3

2L o a+,k+qs
† a+,p−qt

† a−,pta−,ks

+
g3

2L o a−,k+qs
† a−,p−qt

† a+,pta+,ks. s13d

Analysis of the phase diagram of Luttinger liquids at half-
filling reveals that there is still a direct transition between AF
and TSC orders atKr=1, although this condition now
corresponds2 to g1−2g2= ug3u. The umklapp term allows scat-
tering of two right moving electrons into two left moving
ones, and vice versa. Thus, it does not commute with the
operatorLz=Q+−Q−, which leads to breaking of the SOs3d
3SOs4d symmetry. To understand the nature of this symme-
try breaking, it is useful to rewrite Eq.(13) in the form

H3 =
g3

2L
o
q

fReF̂sqd · ReF̂s− qd − Im F̂sqd · Im F̂s− qdg,

s14d

whereF̂sqd is the SDW order parameter at center of mass
momentum 2kf +q,

F̂sqd = o
kss8

a+,ks
† sss8a−,k−qs8. s15d

Equation(14) shows explicitly that umklapp tends to pin the
phase of the SDW order parameter at either 0 orp, depend-
ing on the sign ofg3. This is in agreement with the observa-
tion that period two antiferromagnetic order can be described
by a single real Néel vector.

We will show in Sec. III B that, whereas the Ginzburg-
Landau free energy is no longer SOs3dspin3SOs4disospinsym-
metric at half-filling, to linear order ing3 it maintains a
SOs4d=SOs3dspin3SOs3disospinsymmetry. The unbroken part
of the isospin group, SOs3disospin, is the diagonal subgroup of
SOs3dR3SOs3dL, which is generated by the threeIa opera-
tors, Ix= 1

2sQ†+Qd, Iy=1/2isQ†−Qd, Iz=Q, where

Q =
1

2o
ks

sa+,ks
† a+,ks+ a−,ks

† a−,ks− 1d
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Q† = o
k

sa+,k↑
† a+,−k↓

† − a−,k↑
† a−,−k↓

† d. s16d

Without loss of generality we consider the caseg3,0, where
the order parameter for antiferromagnetism is given by the
real part ofF,

Na =
1

2o
kss8

sa+,ks
† sss8

a a−,ks8 + a−,ks
† sss8

a a+,ks8d. s17d

It is easy to verify thathN ,ReC , Im Cj transform as vectors
under both spin and isospin SO(3) symmetries. We define

Q̂ = 1sReCdx sIm Cdx Nx

sReCdy sIm Cdy Ny

sReCdz sIm Cdz Nz
2 , s18d

Q̂ transforms as a vector under both SO(3) algebras

fIa,Qbbg = ieabcQcb

fSa,Qbbg = ieabgQbg, s19d

so it describes an order parameter that transforms as a(1,1)
representation of the SO(4) algebra. Since we are mostly
interested in applying our results to Bechgaard salts, we fo-
cus mostly on this SO(4) symmetry in Ref. 55, as well as on
the remainder of this paper.

Unlike the SOs3d3SOs4d symmetry discussed in the in-
commensurate case, the SO(4) symmetry at half-filling is not
a rigorous symmetry of the system. The generators of this
group do not commute with the Hamiltonian of the system
exactly. However, the main emphasis of our work is to un-
derstand the finite temperature phase diagram of
sTMTSFd2PF6. This is obtained from the classical GL free
energy, which at the AF/TSC phase boundary has SO(4)
symmetry if we retain umklapp processes to linear order in
g3 (see discussion in Sec. III B). In addition, with regards to
quantum properties, SO(4) symmetry is a good starting point
to study the collective modes of the system wheng3 is small.
The latter assumption is well justified forsTMTSFd2PF6,
since the observed dimerization in this material is less than
1%.54 For smallg3, modes found assuming SO(4) symmetry
will have a finite overlap with the actual excitations of the
system. In particular, the quantum numbers of theQ mode
discussed in Sec. VII, including charge two and center of
mass momentum 2kf, are not affected by umklapp. These
properties determine which experimental probes couple toQ.
We must keep in mind, however, that the explicit breaking of
SO(4) due to higher order corrections ing3, and also due to
interchain coupling, may give a small energy gap and finite
broadening toQ, even at the AF/TSC phase boundary. We
also point out that, from the point of view ofQ excitations,
the difference between SOs3d3SOs4d and SO(4) symme-
tries corresponds to the question whether +2kf and −2kf ex-
citations are the same[SO(4) symmetry at half filling] or
different [SOs3d3SOs4d symmetry away from half filling].

Thus far in the analysis we have ignored spin-orbit ef-
fects. Microwave absorption experiments insTMTSFd2AsF6

measured56 the anisotropy in the exchange couplings to be

10−6. This ultimately determines the preferred axes for the
Néel vectorN (along theb axis of the crystal57) and the spin
component of the TSC orderC (along either thea or c
axis18). However, we do not expect such tiny anisotropy to
play a significant role in determining the competition be-
tween AF and TSC phases. We also point out that NMR
experiments insTMTSFd2PF6 find a divergence ofT1

−1 at the
Néel temperature that is well-described by the O(3) isotropic
Heisenberg model.58 Thus, even for critical fluctuations of
the AF order parameter, spin anisotropy coming from spin-
orbit coupling is unobservably small.

Before concluding this section we point out that the iso-
spin algebra defined by Eqs.(5)–(7) can also be used to
relate charge density wave order and singlet superconductiv-
ity in quasi-one-dimensional electron systems.59 This is rel-
evant for the lower half of Fig. 1.

III. GINZBURG–LANDAU FREE ENERGY

The main goal of this section is to investigate conse-
quences of the SO(4) symmetry for the true finite tempera-
ture phase transitions, when we need to consider three-
dimensional fluctuations of the order parameter. One may be
concerned that by introducing interchain couplings, we will
immediately destroy the SO(4) symmetry. As we will show
in Sec. VIII, even in the case where the interchain coupling
tb is large enough to make the system into a highly aniso-
tropic Fermi liquid, approximate SO(4) symmetry prevails in
the Ginzburg-Landau(GL) free energy[see, e.g., Eq.(29)].
This feature of the AF/TSC GL free energy implies that our
analysis of the phase diagram, based on classical SO(4) sym-
metry, is valid even when the normal state is described by a
highly anisotropic Fermi liquid rather than a collection of
weakly coupled Luttinger liquids. A review of the normal
state properties of organic superconductors at low magnetic
fields is given in Ref. 47, and low temperature transport
properties have been reported recently in Ref. 48.

We illustrate the effects of interchain coupling in Fig. 2.
As the temperature is reduced on either side ofKr=1, the

FIG. 2. Proposed phase diagram for weak interchain couplingtb.
When interchain coupling is present,tbÞ0, long range order at
finite temperatures becomes possible. In the unitary case, the sec-
ond order quantum critical point of a Luttinger liquid becomes a
first order transition between AF and unitary TSC. Astb grows, the
AF phase shrinks due to reduced nesting of the Fermi surface.
Throughout we assume positive backscatteringg1.0.
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correlation length along a chain in the appropriate correlation
function grows due to intrachain interactions. At some finite
temperature, before this length diverges, coupling between
the chains becomes relevant and a true three-dimensional
transition can take place. At the crossover between one and
three dimensions, the description of the system in terms of a
Luttinger liquid is supplanted by a GL free energy describing
the interactions of the order parameters in three spatial di-
mensions. In this picture, for small enoughtb the presence of
a phase boundary between AF and TSC implies that the in-
trachain Hamiltonian is close to the SO(4) symmetric point
Kr=1.

An important assumption of our analysis is that pressure
varies the value ofKr and tunes the transition across the
AF/TSC phase boundary. We note that measurements ofKr

based on optical conductivity measurements have been car-
ried out at ambient pressure, i.e., deep inside the SDW phase
in sTMTSFd2PF6. For instance, in Refs. 60 and 61, the value
Kr=0.23 is obtained. Reference 61 points out that this value
of Kr assumes that the dominant umklapp contribution is due
to commensurability at quarter filling. They acknowledge
that if umklapp is dominated by commensurability at half-
filling, these measurements then implyKr=0.925. They also
point out that a half-filled model has the drawback of pre-
dicting a gap energy that is too small. However, it is equally
difficult to justify the assumption that quarter filling com-
mensurability is dominant: forKr=0.23, the rate of diver-
gence in the RG of commensurability at one quarter is expo-
nentially smaller than the corresponding rate for
commensurability at half-filling. Thus, we feel that the ques-
tion of the value ofKr is not yet settled.

A. Incommensurate filling

At incommensurate filling, a translation by one lattice
constant multiplies the SDW order parameter by a complex
phase factor:

F → e2ikf·aF = e2pinF, s20d

wheren is the filling fraction of the conduction band. For a
completely incommensurate case, whenn is an irrational
number, the GL free energy must be SO(2) symmetric with
respect to the phase ofF.62,63 In the absence of pinning
terms, the most general GL free energy with SOs3dspin

3SOs2dcharge3SOs2dtranslationis

F =
1

2
u ¹ Cu2 +

1

2
u ¹ Fu2 +

r1

2
uCu2 +

r2

2
uFu2 + u1suCu2d2

+ u2suFu2d2 + u3uC2u2 + u4uF2u2 + 2v1uCu2uFu2

+ 2v2uF · Cu2 + 2v3uF * · Cu2. s21d

Near the phase boundary between SDW and TSC phases, for
quasi-one-dimensional systems the form of the free energy is
strongly constrained by the SOs3dspin3SOs4disospin symme-
try. We expect the properties of the system to be well de-
scribed by the free energy,

F =
1

2o
āa

¹ Pāa ¹ Pāa +
r̄

2o
āa

PāaPāa +
dr

2 o
a

sP1a
2 + P2a

2

− P3a
2 − P4a

2 d + ũ1 o
āab̄b

PāaPāaPb̄bPb̄b

+ ũ2 o
āab̄b

PāaPābPb̄aPb̄b. s22d

This is the most general free energy with SOs3dspin

3SOs4disospinsymmetric quartic coefficients, where we have
used the order parameter defined in Eq.(10) to display this
invariance explicitly. We follow the common assumption that
changing the external control parameters of the system only
affects the quadratic coefficients. Thus, these are allowed to
break the symmetry and tune the phase transition. Fordr
Þ0, the symmetry is broken down to SOs3dspin

3SOs2dcharge3SOs2dtranslation.
There is an explicit duality between antiferromagnetism

and triplet superconductivity under reversal of the sign ofdr
in Eq. (22). The mean field phase diagram of Eq.(22) de-
pends crucially on the sign ofũ2. For negativeũ2, there is a
tendency for all vector order parameters to point along a
common axis. The order parameters in this case can be de-
scribed by a single real vector times a complex phase,C
=eiwn andF=eiun. This is referred to in the3He literature as
unitary triplet superconductivity,64 and in magnetism ascol-
linear spin density order.62 On the other hand, for positive
ũ2, all vector order parameters tend to be mutually orthogo-
nal. The real and imaginary parts of the order parameters can
no longer be set to be parallel, ReC3 Im CÞ0 and ReF
3 Im FÞ0. This is thenonunitary/noncollinear case. The
mean-field phase diagrams for Eq.(22) for ũ2 negative and
positive are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

In principle, the parameters of the GL free energy Eq.(21)
can be obtained from a microscopic Hamiltonian. In Appen-
dix B we consider a quasi-one-dimensional electron systems
with weak interactions and obtain a free energy as in Eq.(22)
with

ũ1 =
21zs3d

16p2v fT
2

FIG. 3. Mean-field phase diagram of Eqs.(22) and (29) for
ũ2,0. At half filling, SDW order reduces to AF order.
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ũ2 = −
7zs3d

8p2v fT
2 . s23d

The quadratic coefficients depend on coupling constants in
the TSC and SDW channels, and on temperature. They are
typically parameterized in terms of the pressure-dependent
mean-field transition temperature

r1sT,Pd = aTSCfT − TCsPdg

r2sT,Pd = aSDWfT − TNsPdg. s24d

The analysis of Appendix B shows that weakly interacting
Fermi liquids favor unitary TSC and collinear SDW order,
ũ2,0.

B. Half-filling

As is well known, the physics of period two antiferromag-
netic order is captured by a single real Néel vector. It is
interesting to study how this comes about from the point of
view of the microscopic Luttinger Hamiltonian. As pointed
out in Sec. II, the Hamiltonian at half-filling includes a new
contribution due to umklapp scattering, Eq.(14). This gives a
correction to the GL free energy, which to linear order ing3
can be written as

DF = hfsReFd2 − sIm Fd2g, s25d

whereh=g3/2L. The new term pins the SDW, and breaks the
SOs4disospin=SOs3dR3SOs3dL symmetry down to its diago-
nal subgroup SOs3disospin. In agreement with the Feynman–
Hellman theorem, the quartic coefficients derived in Appen-
dix B are not modified to linear order ing3. Therefore, in the
linear order in g3, the free energy has SOs4d=SOs3dspin

3SOs3disospin symmetry. In principle, the higher order con-
tributions of the umklappg3 term can break the original
SOs4disospin symmetry all the way down to SOs2dcharge, gen-
erated by the total chargeQ.

The bare value ofg3 in sTMTSFd2PF6 is small, since it is
proportional to dimerization, which in this compound is very
weak.54 Assuming that Coulomb interactions are of the order

of the bandwidth, this leads to a bare value ofg3 of about
0.01. Furthermore, it is not the bare value ofg3 that enters
the GL free energy, but its effective(renormalized) value at
the 1d–3d crossover scale. At high temperatures one-
dimensional physics is observed. As temperature is reduced,
everywhere on the TSC side of the phase diagram, as well as
on the AF/TSC phase boundary,g3 flows to zero. This allows
us to approach the critical region from the TSC side, along
which the GL free energy is SOs3diso symmetric. Even on the
AF side of the phase diagram, whereg3 is relevant, the flow
of g3 passes near zero before diverging. Therefore, near the
AF/TSC phase boundary, the flow spends a lot of time near
zero, and the eventual upturn ofg3 may not be reached for
realistic systems, in which the 3d coupling may cut off the
1d RG flow at low temperatures. Hence, it is reasonable to
take smallg3 everywhere near the AF/TSC phase boundary,
and to consider a model with SOs3diso symmetry.

In what follows, we will assume that the umklapp term
favors the real part of the SDW, which becomes the Néel
order parameterN:

N = ReF. s26d

From now on we assume that ImF is sufficiently well
gapped, so that it does not need to be included in the analysis
of the competition between AF and TSC. This is justified
since the pinning term Eq.(25) is relevant in the 3d theory,
and thus any fixed point of the theory will be characterized
by strong pinning.

It is useful to consider the relation between our SO(4)
symmetry and the SO(4) symmetry introduced by Yang for
the Hubbard model.65 The symmetry generators of Yang’s
SO(4) is theh operator:

h† = o
k

ck+p↑
† c−k↓

† . s27d

k summation goes over the entire Brillouin zone. This opera-
tor should be compared to ourQ operators defined in Eq.(6)
for incommensurate filling, and Eq.(16) for half-filling.
Away from half filling, the difference between the two op-
erators is obvious.Q has momentum equal to the nesting
wave vector 2kf, in contrast toh, which always has center of
mass momentump. This allows us to have SO(4) symmetry
for any electron density, in contrast to Yang’s SO(4), which
only applies at half-filling. At half-filling, however, 2kf =p,
and the only difference is the relative sign between the left
and right moving contributions. This difference is substan-
tial. The Néel order parameter transforms as asingletunder
the action ofh:

fh,Ng = 0. s28d

This should be contrasted withQ, which rotatesN into the
TSC order parameterC, see Eq.(19). The two SO(4) sym-
metries thus differ in the order parameters which they unify,
and in the microscopic models for which they apply. Yang’s
SO(4) applies to the negativeU Hubbard model, for which
singlet SC and CDW are degenerate lowest energy states at
half-filling. Our SO(4) unifies AF and TSC orders, which are
not degenerate for the Hubbard model. As we discussed ear-
lier, we expect these to be nearly degenerate phases for half-

FIG. 4. Mean-field phase diagram of Eqs.(22) and (29) for
ũ2.0. At half filling, SDW order reduces to AF order.
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filled systems with small umklapp[e.g., quarter filled sys-
tems with small dimerization, such assTMTSF2dPF6 and
with Kr close to one].

In analogy with the incommensurate case, at half-filling
we expect that quasi-one-dimensional systems near the AF/
TSC phase boundary have a Ginzburg-Landau free energy
with SO(4)-symmetric quartic coefficients. The symmetry
can be made explicit in terms of the matrix order parameter

Q̂:

F =
1

2o
aa

¹ Qaa ¹ Qaa +
r̂

2o
aa

QaaQaa + dro
a

sQ3a
2 − Q1a

2

− Q2a
2 d + ũ1 o

aabb

QaaQaaQbbQbb + ũ2 o
aabb

QaaQabQbaQbb

=
1

2
u ¹ Cu2 +

1

2
s¹Nd2 +

r1

2
uCu2 +

r2

2
N2 + Sũ1 +

ũ2

2
DsuCu2d2

+
ũ2

2
uC2u2 + 2ũ1uCu2N2 + 2ũ2uC ·Nu2 + sũ1 + ũ2dsN2d2.

s29d

Changing temperature and some other parameter of the sys-
tem[e.g., pressure insTMTSF2dPF6] allows to controlr1 and
r2. The SO(4) symmetry is recovered on the liner1=r2.

Equation(29) is a special case of the most general free
energy with the SOs3d3SOs2d symmetry of spin and charge
rotations,66

F̃ =
1

2
u ¹ Cu2 +

1

2
s¹Nd2 +

r1

2
uCu2 +

r2

2
N2 + u1suCu2d2

+ u2sN2d2 + u3uC2u2 + 2v1uCu2N2 + 2v2uN · Cu2.

s30d

Translational symmetry rules outN ·C* 3C because this
term has a nonzero wave vector. Similarly,uN3Cu2 can be
reduced to terms already present in Eq.(30). When the con-
ditions

r1 = r2

u2 − u3 = u1

u2 − 2u3 = v1

v2 = 2u3 s31d

are satisfied, we recover SO(4) symmetry. In addition, if we
supplement the conditions(31) by

v2 = 0 s32d

there is an even higher SO(9) symmetry, which allows rota-
tions between any components of vectorsN, ReC, and
Im C:

F̄ =
1

2
u ¹ Cu2 +

1

2
s¹Nd2 +

r

2
suCu2 + N2d + ūsuCu2 + N2d2.

s33d

At half-filling, there is no distinction between collinear
and noncollinear magnetism. However, the sign ofũ2 still
determines the nature of the triplet superconductivity, as well
as the topology of the mean-field phase diagrams. These are
similar to those displayed for incommensurate filling, Figs. 3
and 4, the only difference being that SDW order is reduced
to AF order. The mean-field phase diagrams for Eq.(29) for
ũ2 negative and positive are shown in Fig. 3. The analysis of
Appendix B can be easily modified to half-filling, and yields
a SO(4) symmetric free energy of the form Eq.(29) with
coefficients still given by Eq.(23). Thus, weekly interacting
Fermi liquids favor the caseũ2,0. Strong interactions, how-
ever, can modify the quartic coefficients Eq.(29), including a
possible change of sign ofũ2. In the subsequent discussion
we consider both possibilities. It is useful to note that all
experimentally known cases of triplet pairing between fermi-
ons, such as3He,64,67and Sr2RuO4, correspond to the unitary
case. Hence, negativeũ2 appears more likely.

IV. THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS

We now consider the free energy(30) and address how
fluctuations affect the mean-field phase diagram shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. For instance, when the quartic coefficients do
not lie exactly on the SO(4) symmetric manifold, we will
study whether such symmetry appears as we go to longer
length scales and integrate out short wave length fluctua-
tions. The possibility of enhanced static symmetry at the
critical point has been discussed previously for several solid
state systems. For easy axis AF in a magnetic field, SO(3)
symmetry was suggested to appear at the spin flop critical
point.68,69 For systems with competing singlet superconduct-
ing and antiferromagnetic orders Zhang suggested a static
SO(5) symmetry as the bicritical point.30,70This SO(5) sym-
metry has also been used to study the quasi-two-dimensional
k-BEDT-TTF salts.33 Yang and Zhang introduced a SO(4)
symmetry for the Hubbard model at half-filling which unifies
singlet superconductivity with charge density wave
order.37,38

To understand the role of fluctuations in models(30) and
(29) we use 4−e renormalization group(RG) analysis. For
subsequent discussion it is useful to extend the spin SO(3)
symmetry of the Eq.(30) to a more general SO(N) symme-
try. This is achieved by considering vectorsN and C as
N-component vectors. The RG equations can be derived us-
ing the standard approach71

dr1

dl
= 2r1 +

8Kd

1 + r1
fsN + 1du1 + 3u3g +

4Kd

1 + r2
fNv1 + 2v2g

dr2

dl
= 2r2 +

8Kd

1 + r1
fNv1 + 2v2g +

4Kd

1 + r2
sN + 2du2

du1

dl
= eu1 − Kdfs8N + 32du1

2 + 32u1u3 + 32u3
2 + 4Nv1

2 + 8v1v2

+ 2v2
2g

du2

dl
= eu2 − Kdf4sN + 8du2

2 + 8Nv1
2 + 16v1v2 + 8v2

2g
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du3

dl
= eu3 − Kdf8Nu3

2 + 48u1u3 + 2v2
2g

dv1

dl
= ev1 − Kdfs8N + 8du1v1 + s4N + 8du2v1 + 16u3v1 + 16v1

2

+ 8u1v2 + 4v2u2 + 4v2
2g

dv2

dl
= ev2 − Kdf8u1v2 + 8u2v2 + 16u3v2 + 32v1v2

+ s4N + 8dv2
2g s34d

Here dl=dL /L, where L is a momentum cutoff, andKd
=. . . is asurface of a unit sphere ind=4−e dimension.

For the physically relevantN=3, Eq. (34) has only two
fixed points. One is a trivial Gaussian fixed point

r h1,2j = uh1,2,3j = vh1,2j = 0 s35d

and the other is a SO(9) Heisenberg point

r h1,2j = −
s3N + 2de
6N + 16

u1 = u2 = v1 =
e

s6N + 16dKd

u3 = v2 = 0. s36d

The Gaussian fixed point is completely unstable. The SO(9)
Heisenberg point has five unstable directions[for generalN,
the Heisenberg point has SOs3Nd symmetry, but it remains
unstable in five directions for allN.1]. The critical point
should have only two unstable directions:r s1,2d should flow
away from the critical point, but all the interaction coeffi-
cient should flow toward the fixed point. So, neither the
Gaussian nor the SO(9) Heisenberg fixed points are good
candidates for the critical point. In Fig. 5 we show RG flows
in the SO(4) symmetric plane. We find two types of runaway

flows. When we start withũ2 positive, it continues increas-
ing. For ũ2 negative, the RG flow makes it even more nega-
tive. In both casesũ1 flows to negative values.

In many cases absence of a fixed point in the RG flows
implies that we do not have a multicritical point in the phase
diagram, but instead fluctuations induce a first order phase
transition. Below we discuss consequences of the runaway
flows in Eq.(34). We point out that two types of the runaway
flows in the SO(4) symmetric manifold shown in Fig. 5 cor-
respond to unitarysũ2,0d and nonunitarysũ2.0d TSC.
These two cases are considered separately.

V. FINITE TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS: UNITARY CASE

We consider model Eq.(29) with N-component vectors
and with negativeũ2. In the 4−e expansion there are run-
away flows even for largeN. Thus, we do not find a fixed
point that could give a critical point. To understand the phase
diagram in this case we employ largeN calculations ind
=3. In the largeN expansion, all bubble diagrams are
summed self-consistently.72,73 The largeN approach for uni-
tary triplet superconductors without coupling to magnetic or-
der has been discussed previously in Ref. 74 in the context of
3He.

Let us start by analyzing the superconducting phase. In
the mean-field approximation the order parameter factorizes
as C=eiun. Hence, we take the average value of the order
parameter in the ordered phase to beC0=s0, . . . ,0 ,sd and
separate the longitudinal and transverse components of the
fluctuating partdC=sAT+ iBT,AL+ iBLd. For the Néel order
parameter we also separateN=sNT,NLd. Effective masses for
AT, BT, andNT are given by

rA = r1 + 4sũ1 + ũ2ds2 + 4sũ1 + ũ2dNE
0

L

d3k

s2pd3

1

k2 + rA

+ 4ũ1NE
0

L

d3k

s2pd3S 1

k2 + rB
+

1

k2 + rN
D

rB = r1 + 4ũ1s2 + 4sũ1 + ũ2dNE
0

L

d3k

s2pd3

1

k2 + rB

+ 4ũ1NE
0

L

d3k

s2pd3S 1

k2 + rA
+

1

k2 + rN
D ,

rN = r2 + 4ũ1s2 + 4sũ1 + ũ2dNE
0

L

d3k

s2pd3

1

k2 + rN

+ 4ũ1NE
0

L

d3k

s2pd3S 1

k2 + rA
+

1

k2 + rB
D s37d

whereL is the ultraviolet(short distance) cutoff of the free

FIG. 5. Renormalization group flow of the SO(4) symmetric
theory Eq.(29) in d=4−« dimensions. The sign ofũ2 does not
change under the flow, and there are no stable fixed points. Instead,
there are two types of runaway flow, corresponding to unitary
sũ2,0d and nonunitarysũ2.0d TSC. The two are separated by a
line of SO(9) symmetric theoriessũ2=0d.
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energy in Eq.(29). In writing Eq. (37) we used that in the
largeN limit, ũh1,2j,1/N, s,ÎN, and we neglected terms of
the order of 1/N, including contributions from longitudinal
fluctuations. A requirement of the cancellation of tadpole dia-
grams forAL gives the conditionrA=0, as one would expect
from the Goldstone theorem. It is convenient to define pa-
rameterrc from the condition

0 = rc + s12ũ1 + 4ũ2dNE
0

L

d3k

s2pd3

1

k2 . s38d

If we measurer ’s with respect torc

tc = r1 − rc

tN = r2 − rc, s39d

we can absorb all the cutoff dependence of Eq.(37) into
definitions oftc and tN:

0 = tc + 4sũ1 + ũ2ds2 + 4ũ1NE d3k

s2pd3S 1

k2 −
1

k2 + rB
D

rB = tc + 4ũ1s2 + 4sũ1 + ũ2dNE S 1

k2 −
1

k2 + rB
D

+ 4ũ1NE d3k

s2pd3S 1

k2 −
1

k2 + rN
D

rN = tN + 4ũ1s2 + 4ũ1NE d3k

s2pd3S 1

k2 −
1

k2 + rB
D

+ 4sũ1 + ũ2dNE S 1

k2 −
1

k2 + rN
D . s40d

Integrals are now convergent for largek, so upper limits of
integration can be extended to infinity. Solutions to Eq.(40)
correspond to extremal points of free energy as a function of
s. When bothtc and tN are large, there are no solutions to

Eq. (40). This is a disordered phase. Once we decreasetc

sufficiently, a single solution appears attc,M and splits into
two for tc, tc,M. This describes the appearance of the TSC
phase as a locally stable state. The pointtc,M, where two
solutions merge into one and disappear, correspond to the
boundary of the local stability region of the TSC phase. Astc

is lowered further, at a temperaturetc,L one of the solutions
approachess=0 and then disappears. This is a spinodal
point below which a disordered phase is unstable to devel-
oping TSC order parameter. The actual first order phase tran-
sition occurs somewhere betweentc,M and tc,L.

Figure 6 shows a phase diagram constructed from the ar-
guments presented above, for both TSC and AF phases. We
note that the mixed phase with simultaneous TSC and AF
orders is only possible on thetc= tN line. Thus, the first order
phase transition between two types of ordered phases re-
mains even when we include fluctuations.

The most interesting feature of this phase diagram is that
the transition between the disordered and the antiferromag-
netic phases becomes first order in the vicinity of the critical
point.

VI. FINITE TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS: NONUNITARY
CASE

Mean-field calculations for the free energy Eq.(29) with
ũ2.0 demonstrated that the TSC phase is nonunitary and
there is a mixed phase with both TSC and AF order(see Sec.
III and Fig. 4). Within mean field theory, the mixed phase
terminates at a tetracritical point with SOs4d=SOs3d
3SOs3d symmetry. The goal of this section is to examine
how the tetracritical point is affected by thermal fluctuations.

To this end we extend the SO(3) spin symmetry to SOsNd
and approach the problem with three different methods: A
large N analysis, a renormalization group calculation ind
=4−e and in one in d=2+e. The physical image that
emerges from all of these approaches is that a SOs3d
3SOsNd critical point exists for sufficiently largeN, but

FIG. 6. Phase diagram of Eq.(29) with ũ2,0 in three dimensions in the largeN limit including fluctuations. Parameters areũ1=1/N
ũ2=−1/2N.
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probably does not survive down to the physicalN=3. We
argue that in this case the tetracritical point is stretched to a
line of direct first order transition from the normal state to
the mixed phase.

A. Large N phase diagram in three dimensions

We consider the model Eq.(29) in three dimensions for
largeN and with ũ2.0. We note that the quartic terms give
a free energy that is bounded from below forũ1+ ũ2/3.0.
Thus, in this section we will always assume that this condi-
tion is satisfied. In Appendix C we also discuss that when
ũ1+ ũ2/3 becomes small, of the order of 1/N2 (in the largeN
limit both ũs are of the order of 1/N), the phase diagram may
change qualitatively.

In the mixed phase the TSC and AF both have nonzero
expectation values and are orthogonal to each other. Hence,
in the ordered phase we can choose

kCl = s0, . . . ,0,sc,isc,0d

kNl = s0, . . . ,0,0,0,sNd. s41d

Following the discussion in Sec. V we introduce longitudinal
and transverse fluctuations for all order parameters. It is easy
to verify that the requirement of cancellation of tadpole dia-
grams for longitudinal components implies zero effective
masses for the transverse components. Shiftingr1 and r2 as
in Eq. (39) we obtain self-consistency conditions for expec-
tation values of the order parameters

tc + s12ũ1 + 4ũ2dsc
2 + 4ũ1sN

2 = 0

tc + s4ũ1 + 4ũ2dsN
2 + 8ũ1sc

2 = 0. s42d

These equations can be easily solved and we obtain a phase
diagram shown in Fig. 7.

We observe that in this case the only effect of fluctuations
is to shift the tetracritical point fromr1=r2=0 to r1=r2=rc.

B. Renormalization group analysis ind=4−e.
SO„3…ÃSO„N… fixed point

As shown in Fig. 5 forN=3, all fixed points with sym-
metry SOs4d,SOs3d3SOs3d are unstable within a 4−e ex-
pansion. In contrast, asN is increased a fixed point with
SOs3d3SOsNd symmetry appears that is fully stable with
respect to changes in the quartic interaction parameters, in-
cluding those perturbations that destroy SOs3d3SOsNd sym-
metry. Such fixed point exists forNù33 and has

v1 = −
3e

2Kd
hsNd

v2 =
e

4Kd

1 − 72hsNd
N + 7

r1 = r2 = − 2Kdfs3N + 2dv1 + sN + 6dv2g, s43d

where u1, u2, and u3 are related tov1 and v2 by the con-
straints (31), and the function hsNd=fN2+8N−65+sN
+7dÎN2−34N+49g−1,1/2N2+Os1/N3d is real only for
N.32.

The two quadratic parametersr1 and r2 are relevant, tun-
ing the transition on a two-dimensional phase diagram. The
RG flow Eq.(34), linearized about the fixed point Eq.(43),
yield two principal directions,sdr1,dr2d~ s1,1d associated
with the thermal exponentlt, andsdr1,dr2d~ s−1,2d associ-
ated with the anisotropy exponentlg. From these we find the
critical exponents

1/n = lt = 2 −eS1 −
10

N
+

28

N2D + OS e

N3D ,

f = lgn = 1 −eS 3

2N
+

51

2N2D + OS e

N3D . s44d

Note that the crossover exponentf for the anisotropy is
always less than one. This implies71 that the phase bound-
aries meet as straight lines at the critical point, and we find
the same topology of the phase diagram as shown in Fig. 7.

C. Renormalization group analysis ind=2+e.
SO„3…ÃSO„N… fixed point

The runaway flows in Eq.(34) mean that the system goes
to strong coupling. In this limit the magnitudes of the vectors
Rec, Im c, and N have already developed locally but the
directions can still fluctuate on long length scales. ForN=3
one of the runaway directions of Eq.(34) corresponds tou3,
v2.0 and u1, v1,0. The corresponding strong coupling
limit can be described by a triad of vectors that are all mu-
tually orthogonal.

F = − o
kxyl

hK1e1sxd ·e1syd + K2fe2sxd ·e2syd + e3sxd ·e3sydgj.

s45d

Here e1, e2, and e3 correspond toN, ReC, and ImC, re-
spectively. The free energy Eq.(45) has an explicit SO(2)

FIG. 7. Phase diagram of the model Eq.(29) with ũ2.0 in three
dimensions in the largeN limit. The four second order lines meet at
the tetracritical point at nonzero angles. The same phase diagram
appears in thed=4−« analysis forNù33 and in thed=2+« analy-
sis for Nù5.
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charge symmetry of rotations betweene2 and e3. The con-
tinuum version of this model is given by

F =E ddxS 1

2g1
s¹e1d2 +

1

2g2
fs¹e2d2 + s¹e3d2gD , s46d

wheregi ~Ki
−1 and the constraintsei ·ej =di j are implied.

Let us now discuss the phase diagram of Eqs.(45) and
(46). For K1,2→0 we have a fully disordered phase. For
K1,2→` we have a fully ordered phase that is a mixture of
TSC and AF. WhenK2=` the vectorse1 ande2 are ordered
and there is an Ising type transition between TSC and TSC
+AF phases. ForK1=` vectorN is ordered and there is an
O(2) transition between the AF and TSC+AF states. For
K2=0 there is a Heisenberg transition between the disordered
and the AF phases. ForK3=0 there is a transition between
the fully disordered and the TSC phases. What happens in
the interior of the phase diagram, however, is not clear.

When we apply thed−2=e RG analysis to the model Eq.
(46)75–79 we obtain the flow equations

dg1

dl
= − eg1 +

g1
2sg2

2 + g1g2 − g1
2d

2psg1 + g2d2

dg2

dl
= − eg2 +

g1
2g2

2

2psg1 + g2d2 . s47d

The flow diagram is shown in Fig. 8.
We can see that it lacks the Ising and O(2) phase transi-

tions. This is not surprising, since thed−2=e analysis works
well only for the spin-wave excitations of order parameters
with Nù3.

To shed some light on the phase diagram of Eqs.(45) and
(46) we consider the largeN generalization of this model. We
assume that all vectorsei haveN components

F =E ddxF 1

2g1
s¹e1d2 +

1

2g2
fs¹e2d2 + s¹e3d2g

+
1

g3
fse1 · ¹ e2d2 + se1 · ¹ e3d2g +

1

g4
se2 · ¹ e3d2G

s48d

The last two terms in Eq.(48) are generated in the RG flow,
even if they are absent in the microscopic model(such terms
are linearly independent of the first two only forN.3). The
symmetry breaking pattern of the nonlinear model Eq.(48) is

OsNd 3 Os2d/OsN − 3d 3 Os2ddiag. s49d

In order to express the RG equations in a simple form we
introduce the variableshi:

h1 =
1

g1
,

h2 =
1

g2
,

h3 =
1

g1
+

1

g2
+

2

g3
,

h4 =
2

g2
+

2

g4
. s50d

These variables arise naturally in a matrix formulation of the
nonlinear model Eq.(48), see Appendix D, where the RG
calculation is outlined. To one loop order we find the RG
flow

dh1

dl
= eh1 −

1

2p
SN − 2 +

h1
2 − h2

2 − h3
2

h2h3
D

dh2

dl
= eh2 −

1

2p
SN − 2 +

h2
2 − h3

2 − h1
2

2h1h3
−

h4

2h2
D

dh3

dl
= eh3 −

1

2p
SN − 2 +

N − 3

2

h3
2 − h1

2 − h2
2

h1h2
−

h4

2h3
D

dh4

dl
= eh4 −

1

2p
SN − 3

2

h4
2

h2
2 +

h4
2

2h3
2D . s51d

The conditions g1=g2 and g3=g4 define a two-
dimensional subspace over which the free energy Eq.(48)
has the enhanced symmetry SOs3d3SOsNd. For arbitraryN,
the RG equations(51) have SOs3d3SOsNd fixed point

h1 = h2 = sN − 2 −xd/e,

h3 = h4 = xh1, s52d

where x=sN−2+ÎN2−5N+5d / sN−1d. Independent ofN,
this point has one stable direction and one unstable direction
within the symmetric plane. The flow in directions perpen-
dicular to the symmetric plane depends on the value ofN.

FIG. 8. Renormalization group flow of nonlinear model Eq.
(46), corresponding to Eq.(47).
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The caseN=4 is special and is discussed in Appendix D. For
all otherNù5, the RG flow away from the SOs3d3SOsNd
plane has one stable and one unstable direction. Two relevant
parameters are therefore necessary to tune the transition, just
as we found in thed=4−e analysis for largeN, Eq. (43).
Computing the critical exponentsn andf, just as we did in
the cased=4−e, Eq. (44), we find,

1/n = e,

f = 1 −
63

16N2 − OS 1

N3D . s53d

Just as before, we find that for all finiteN, f is less than one,
leading to a phase diagram that is topologically equivalent to
that found in largeN expansion and in 4−e RG analysis(see
Fig. 7). What is more, to leading order in 1/N, expansions
about the upper and lower critical dimension, Eqs.(44) and
(53), lead to the same critical exponents,

1/n = d − 2 + OS 1

N
D

f = 1 − OS 1

N
D . s54d

This supports the fact that for largeN the SOs3d3SOsNd
fixed point changes adiabatically with dimension.

D. Phase diagram forN=3 in three dimensions

We employed three approaches to study classical fluctua-
tions in systems with competing AF and nonunitary TSC:
largeN expansion,d=4−e andd=2+e RG analyses. When
N is large all three consistently predict a tetracritical point
with enhanced SOs3d3SOsNd symmetry. In the physically
relevant caseN=3 andd=3 the situation is less clear. For
example, expansion from the upper critical dimensionsd
=4−ed shows that such fixed point appears only forNù33.
Expansion from the lower critical dimensionsd=2+ed gives
a SOs3d3SOsNd fixed point in the RG flow for anyNù3,
but these fixed points become tetracritical points on the
phase diagram only forNù5. It is possible that in three
dimensions even forN=3 there is a tetracritical SOs3d
3SOs3d point. The reason why perturbative expansions in
dimension fail to see it, is that they work well for smalle and
extrapolations tod=3 should be treated with caution.79 Such
a scenario, however, would contradict the results of classical
Monte Carlo simulations in Ref. 80, in which the model(45)
has been analyzed forK1=K2. In that paper the bimodal
distribution in the energy histogram has been interpreted as a
signature of the first order transition.

The phase diagram that we propose for the model Eq.(45)
and for systems with competing AF and nonunitary TSC in
general is shown in Fig. 9. Thermal fluctuations turn a tet-
racritical point into a line of direct first-order transitions be-
tween a disordered and a mixed TSC/AF phase. We expect,
however, that the width of such a first order line is small and
the transition is very weakly first order. We conjecture that

when approaching the transition between the normal and the
AF/TSC mixed phase, susceptibilities for the AF and TSC
order parameters start increasing as if dominated by the
SOs3d3SOs3d tetracritical point. Only very close to the
transition line the divergencies are cutoff due to the transition
being first order.

Finally, we note that Eq.(45) with K1=0 is among a class
of closely related models that have been studied extensively
in the context of frustrated magnetism.81–91 Numerical stud-
ies of these models ind=3 dimensions yield nonuniversal
critical properties at the boundary of normal and TSC
phases,82–90 and even evidence of a first order transition.91

The nonperturbative theoretical analysis of Ref. 92 supports
the latter scenario, claiming that the critical point observed in
nonlinear sigma models ind=2+e disappears atdc=2.87 in
one such model, being replaced by a weakly first order tran-
sition abovedc. The exact nature of the transition seems to be
very strongly model dependent neard=3, and we leave open
the possibility that the transition between nonunitary TSC
and normal phases is weakly first order.

VII. QUANTUM SO(4) SYMMETRY

The microscopic system that motivated our discussion is
an assembly of Luttinger liquids weakly coupled in three
dimensions. It is useful to condense this system to a simpler
effective quantum model that concentrates on the low energy
collective degrees of freedom, such as AF and TSC order
parameters and rotations between them(such a description
only applies in the vicinity of the AF/TSC phase boundary
shown in Fig. 1). Effective quantum models have been dis-
cussed previously for spin systems(see Ref. 93 for a review),
and systems with singlet superconductivity competing either
with charge density wave order37,38,65,94 or with
antiferromagnetism.30,95–98

A simple form for such an effective model is a SO(4)
quantum rotor model:

FIG. 9. Phase diagram for systems with competing AF and non-
unitary TSC orders described by the model Eq.(45) in three dimen-
sions. The tetracritical point in the mean-field phase diagram of the
GL free energy in Eq.(29) (see Fig. 4) is replaced by a line of direct
first order transitions between a disordered and a mixed TSC/AF
phase.
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Hr =
1

2x1
o

i

Si
2 +

1

2x2
o

i

I i
2 − J o

ki j laa

Qi,aaQj ,aa

+ ũ1 o
iabab

Qi,aa
2 Qi,bb

2 + ũ2 o
iabab

Qi,aaQi,abQi,baQi,bb

+ dro
ia

sQi,za
2 − Qi,xa

2 − Qi,ya
2 d. s55d

The model is obtained by coarse graining the original lattice
so that, for a half-filled system, each site of the rotor model
includes two(or a larger even number, as necessary to in-
clude an integer number of spin-triplet Cooper pairs) adja-
cent sites along the intrachain direction of the original lattice.
By combining the electronic operators that make up each
rotor model site, one can build three local spin and three
local isospin operatorsSi and I i, and a SO(4) tensor order
parameterQi,aa. Following a procedure similar to Ref. 97,
one can show that the low energy properties of the system
are given by the rotor commutation relations:

fSi,a,Sj ,bg = idi jeabgSi,g

fI i,a,I j ,bg = idi jeabcI i,c

fSi,a,Qj ,abg = idi jeabgQj ,ag

fI i,a,Qj ,bag = idi jeabcQj ,ca

fQi,aa,Qj ,bbg = 0. s56d

These relations are analogous to Eqs.(4), (7), and (19). In
Eq. (55) the unit length constraint of the rigid rotor models is
replaced by the interaction termsũ1 and ũ2. For dr negative
the system favors the AF state and fordr positive the TSC
state is preferred. Whendr =0 all generators of SO(4) (I
=oiI i andS=oiSi) commute with the Hamiltonian Eq.(55)
and the system is exactly SO(4) symmetric.

We can use Eq.(55) to discuss excitation spectra in vari-
ous phases of the system. We choose to orient the AF order
parametersQzad in thez direction so thatkQzzl=N. Similarly
we takekQxxl=c to describe unitary TSC, andkQxxl=kQyyl
=c. for nonunitary TSC. With these choices we can linearize
the equations of motion for the fluctuations to obtain:

dQj ,bb

dt
= −

1

x1
o
a

Sj ,aeabbkQbbl −
1

x2
o
a

I j ,aeabbkQbbl,

s57d

dSj ,a

dt
=

J

2 o
b8,b8

eab8b8kQb8b8lo
d

sQj ,b8b8 − Qj ,b8b8+dd,

s58d

dIj ,a

dt
=

J

2 o
b8,b8

eab8b8kQb8b8lo
d

sQj ,b8b8 − Qj ,b8b8+dd

+ 4drfeazb8kQb8b8lQj ,zb8 + eazb8Qj ,b8zkQzzlg.

s59d

The above equations define a linear eigenvalue problem
for the frequencies of the collective modes and for the sec-
ond quantized operators

b†skd = o
cÞg

Acg
1 Qcgskd + o

a

Aa
2Saskd + o

a

Aa
3Iaskd,

s60d

which obey ḃ†skd= ifH ,bk
†g= ivkb†skd. The Fourier trans-

forms of lattice operators are defined byÔskd
=N−1/2o jÔje

ik·x j. In the effective model, neutrons couple to
the spin order parameterQza, so that the low energy scatter-
ing intensity of polarized neutrons is given by:

xa9sk + 2k f,vd = o
n

uknuQzaskdu0lu2dsv − vn0d. s61d

The momentum is shifted by 2kf because a uniformQza in
Eq. (55) corresponds to a SDW order of momentum 2kf in
the microscopic model. The weight associated with a particu-
lar collective mode created byb†skd is

uk0ubskdQzaskdu0lu2dsv − vkd

= uk0ufbskd,Qzaskdgu0lu2dsv − vkd, s62d

where we used the fact thatbskd annihilates the ground state.
The commutator can be calculated using Eq.(56), once the
operator content of the modebskd is determined. We note
that fork close to zero, neutrons couple toSa instead ofQza,
in which case,

xa9sk,vd = o
n

uknuSaskdu0lu2dsv − vn0d. s63d

However, in the following, we focus on neutron scattering
near 2kf.

The nature of collective excitations in the various phases
is summarized in Figs. 10–12, and Table I. We now provide
a detailed analysis of the collective mode spectrum and the
associated neutron scattering intensity in each phase. A
complementary calculation of the neutron scattering intensity
of the Q-excitations in the unitary TSC, based on the micro-
scopic model, is given in Ref. 55.

A. Antiferromagnet

In the AF phasekQzzl=N and all other order parameters
vanish. Then Eqs.(57)–(59) decouple to four independent
collective modes. The equations of motion for the pairs
hQzx,Syj and hQzy,Sxj yield the usual AF spin waves with
linear dispersion reflecting broken SO(3) spin symmetry:

vAF,Ssk + 2k fd = NÎ Jz

2x1
s1 − gkd <Î J

2x1
uk u, s64d

where Jk=Jz/ s2x1ds1−gkd, z is the lattice coordination(z
=6 for a cubic lattice in three dimensions), gk=z−1odeikd,
andd are bond vectors. Althoughk andk +2k f are related by
reciprocal lattice vectors in the rotor model Eq.(55), they are
not in the microscopic Hamiltonian, and the addition of 2k f
to the argument of Eq.(64) serves as a mnemonic for the fact
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that the spin mode is centered primarily around 2k f.
Similarly the equations of motion forhQxz,Iyj and

hQyz,Ixj describe two massive isospin waves:

vAF,Isk + 2k fd = NÎ4udr u
x2

+
J

2x2
k2. s65d

These excitations correspond to rotations between the AF
and the TSC states and indicate proximity of the two ground
states. Whendr goes to zero, the mass of the isospin waves
vanishes reflecting an enhanced SO(4) symmetry. The iso-
spin modes in the AF phase do not couple to neutrons.

B. Unitary triplet superconductor

In the unitary TSCsdr .0, ũ2,0d we choosekQxxl=c,
while all other order parameters vanish. Equations(57) and
(58) for the pairshQxy,Szj andhQxz,Syj yield two spin wave
modes reflecting the broken spin symmetry:

vuTSC,Sskd = cÎ J

2x1
uk u. s66d

The creation operators for the two spin waves involve the
generatorsSy andSz, respectively. Substitution into Eq.(62)

immediately shows that the neutron scattering weight of
these modes at 2k f vanishes.

Equations(57) and(59) for the pairhQyx,Izj yields a gap-
less phase fluctuation mode reflecting the broken charge
Us1d symmetry in the TSC phase:

vuTSC,wskd = cÎ J

2x2
uk u. s67d

With the inclusion of Coulomb interactions, this mode be-
comes massive through the Higgs phenomenon, with a mass
of the order of the plasma frequency. The creation operator
of this isospin mode involves the generatorIz. Substitution
into Eq. (62) shows that it does not couple to 2kf neutrons.

Finally the equations of motion for the pairhQzx,Iyj give
the massiveQ mode:

vuTSC,Qsk + 2k fd = cÎ J

2x2
k2 +

4dr

x2
. s68d

The operator that creates this mode from the ground state is
given by

bQ
† skd =

1
Î1 + x2sJk2/2 + 4drd

3fÎx2sJk2/2 + 4drdQzxskd + iI yskdg. s69d

When substituted into Eq.(62) it gives a neutron scattering
intensity atk +2k f:

FIG. 10. Collective excitations in various phases:(a) In the AF
phase, the excitation spectrum consists of two massless spin waves
and two massive isospin waves. Due to translational symmetry
breaking, 2kf is a reciprocal lattice vector, and these modes also
have nonzero weight at the dashed curves neark=0. The spectrum
in the TSC phase contains massless phase and spin modes, as well
as massiveQ modes. For unitary TSC, there is only one such mode.
The nonunitary TSC(as well as the mixed phase) contains a second,
degenerateQ mode, represented by the dotted curve;(b) the SO(4)
symmetric pointsdr =0d. In a unitary TSC this point corresponds to
the transition between AF and TSC. It is characterized by four gap-
less(Goldstone) modes(two isospin and two spin). In the nonuni-
tary case the SO(4) symmetric point is inside the mixed AF/TSC
phase. It supports only three(degenerate) Goldstone modes. This is
because the order parameter has a residual SO(3) symmetry.

FIG. 11. Spin waves andQ modes in the mixed phase:(a)
dispersionssdr .0d of the mode clearly show mixing between the
Q mode and the spin wave. Each of the shown modes is doubly
degenerate;(b) neutron scattering intensity of the modes at wave-
vector k=2kf +0.1p as a function of the tuning parameterdr.
Note that the weight of the spin wave modes goes to zero at the
SO(4) symmetric pointdr =0. Q modes are strongly enhanced near
dr =0.
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uk0ufbQskd,Qzaskdgu0lu2dsv − vuTSC,Qd

= dax
c2

1 + x2sJk2/2 + 4drd
dfv − vnTSC,Qsk + 2k fdg.

s70d

As we approach the pointdr =0 with SO(4) symmetry, the
gap of theQ-mode vanishes asÎdr. Hence, the spectrum of
the Hamiltonian(55) with ũ2,0 is such that on both sides of
the AF/TSC transition we observe mode softening. Mode
softening at the first order transition is a property of the
higher symmetry quantum critical points.30,94,95 Exactly at
the SO(4) symmetric pointdr =0 the system has gapless spin
and isospin wave doublets.

C. Nonunitary triplet superconductor

For the caseũ2.0 the TSC phase is nonunitary. We
choosekQxxl=kQyyl=c. There is also a mixed phase where a
nonvanishing AF order parameterkQzzl=N appears in addi-
tion to the nonunitary TSC order, considered below. In the
pure nonunitary TSC we find two spin wave modeshQxz,Syj
and hQyz,Sxj with linear dispersion:

vnTSC,Sskd = cÎ J

2x1
uk u. s71d

As in the unitary case, these spin waves do not couple to
neutrons around 2k f.

The nonunitary TSC also supports two degenerate mas-
sive Q-modeshQzx,Iyj and hQzy,Ixj with dispersion

vnTSC,Qsk + 2k fd = cÎ J

2x2
k2 +

4dr

x2
. s72d

These correspond to rotations of the real and the imaginary
parts of the TSC order parameter toward the AF. These ex-
citations are created by the operators:

bQx

† skd =
1

Î1 + x2sJk2/2 + 4drd

3fÎx2sJk2/2 + 4drdQzyskd − iI xskdg

bQy

† skd =
1

Î1 + x2sJk2/2 + 4drd

3fÎx2sJk2/2 + 4drdQzxskd + iI yskdg. s73d

Substituting thebQa
operators in Eq.(62) we find the neutron

scattering weight near 2k f:

uk0ufbQx
skd,Qzaskdgu0lu2dsv − vnTSC,Qd

= day
c2

1 + x2sJk2/2 + 4drd
dfv − vnTSC,Qsk + 2k fdg

TABLE I. Symmetry breaking and collective modes. Here uTSC and nuTSC stand for unitary and
nonunitary TSC, respectively, nTSC+AF corresponds to a mixed phase of non-unitary TSC and antiferro-
magnetism away from the SO(4) symmetric point.

Phase Order
parameter

Residual
symmetry

Goldstone
(massless) modes

Pseudo-Goldstone
(massive) modes

AF kQzzl Us1d3Us1d sSz,Izd 2 sSx,Syd 2 sIx,Iyd
uTSC kQxxl U(1) sSxd 3 sSz,Sy,Izd 1 sIyd
nuTSC kQxxl=kQyyl U(1) sSz+ Izd 3 sSz,Sy,Sz− Izd 2 sIy,Ixd

nTSC+AF kQxxl=kQyyl ,kQzzl U(1) sSz+ Izd 3 sSz,Sy,Sz− Izd 2 sIy,Ixd
unitary SO(4) kQxxl Us1d3Us1d sIx,Sxd 4 sSz,Sy,Iz,Iyd 0

nonunitary SO(4) kQxxl=kQyyl=kQzzl SO(3) sI +Sd 3 sI −Sd 0

FIG. 12. Gap of theQ modes softens towarddr =0 reflecting the enhanced SO(4) symmetry at that point:(a) The gap decreases asÎudr u
in the caseũ2,0 (unitary TSC); (b) in the caseũ2.0 there is a change fromÎudr u behavior in the pure phases to linear decrease at smaller
udr u, inside the mixed nonunitary TSC and AF phase.
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uk0ufbQy
skd,Qzaskdgu0lu2dsv − vnTSC,Qd

= dax
c2

1 + x2sJk2/2 + 4drd
dfv − vnTSC,Qsk + 2k fdg.

s74d

The phase fluctuation mode in the nonunitary TSC phase
differs from its counterpart in the unitary case. Equations
(57)–(59) for hQxy,Qyx,Sz,Izj cannot be decoupled, giving a
mode that involves both spin and isospin generators. Due to
the residual symmetry generated bySz+ Iz, the mode with
Qxy−Qyx, drops out of the spectrum. The remaining excita-
tion follows the dispersion

vnTSC,wskd = cÎJS 1

x1
+

1

x2
Dk. s75d

As in the unitary case, Coulomb interactions make this a
massive mode, with a mass of the order of the plasma en-

ergy. The creation operator of this mode involves the genera-
tors Iz andSz. Substitution into Eq.(62) gives vanishing neu-
tron scattering intensity at 2k f.

D. Mixed phase

In the AF/nonunitary TSC mixed phase, the order param-
eters form an orthogonal triadc1=cx̂, c2=cŷ, N=Nẑ, i.e.,
kQxxl=kQyyl=c, and kQzzl=N. It is easy to verify that the
phase fluctuation mode remains unchanged, its dispersion
given by Eq.(75). However, other modes are complicated
due to the fact that Eqs.(57)–(59) couple the coordinates
hQxz,Qzx,Sy,Iyj and similarly hQyz,Qzy,Sx,Ixj. Solution of
the eigenvalue equations yields two collective modes for
each of the above coordinate sets. One is a massive “Q”
mode and the other a gapless spin wave-like mode:

vS,Q =ÎS2drf

x2
+

Jkr

2xt
D 7ÎS2drf

x2
+

Jkr

2xt
D2

−
Jk

x1x2
sJkf2 + 4drfrd, s76d

where xt
−1;x1

−1+x2
−1, Jk ;Jz/2s1−gkd, f;c2−N2, and r

;c2+N2. To calculate the spectrum in the mixed phase as a
function of the tuning parameterdr, we find the values of the
order parameters at a givendr from the mean field theory of
Eq. (55). Specifically we use the resultc2−N2=dr / ũ2. Fig-
ure 11(a) gives an example of the dispersions obtained for a
particular value of dr within the mixed phase. The
asymptotic form of the excitation energies at small wave
vectors is given by:

vS,Î Jr

2x1
uk u

vQ ,Î Jr

2x2
k2 +

4dr2

ũ2x2

. s77d

Figure 11, demonstrates that the exact dispersion Eq.(76)
deviates from these asymptotic forms already at relatively
small wave vectors. This is due to the strong mixing between
spin and isospin modes. Due to this mixing, both spin waves
and Q modes carry some weight in the neutron scattering
intensity [see Fig. 11(b)]. The scattering intensity associated
with the spin wave mode vanishes in the vicinity ofdr =0.
On the other hand the intensity of theQ modes becomes
dramatically enhanced. Another unique feature of the phase
with mixed nonunitary TSC and AF order is a linear withudr u
softening of theQ-excitation gap. Compare this to theÎdr
softening in the unitary TSC(see also Fig. 12).

The SO(4) symmetric pointdr =0 needs special consider-
ation. HereN2=c2 and the order parameter is invariant under
the SO(3) group generated byI +S. This implies that there
are only three Goldstone modes at this point. Indeed, a direct
calculation at the SO(4) symmetric point gives three degen-
erate modes with dispersion:

vnSOs4dskd = cÎJ

2
S 1

x1
+

1

x2
Duk u. s78d

Note that the number of Goldstone modes at the SO(4)
point is different in a unitary and nonunitary TSC. In the
unitary case the spin and isospin SO(3) symmetries are bro-
ken separately with a residualUs1d3Us1d symmetry of the
order parameter local gauge freedom associated with each.
This leads to four Goldstone modes. In the nonunitary case,
on the other hand, there is residual SO(3) symmetry of the
order parameter, corresponding toI +S rotations as discussed
above. Consequently, this system has only three Goldstone
modes.

The gapless spin waves and phase modes that we found
away from the SO(4) symmetry are generic to systems that
break spin SO(3) and charge U(1) symmetries. However,Q
excitations, which can be thought of as massive isospin
waves, are not. Their presence shows the proximity of AF
and TSC phases and their softening at the pointdr =0 should
provide a unique signature of the SO(4) symmetry of the
system.
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VIII. SO(4) SYMMETRY IN A STRONGLY
ANISOTROPIC FERMI LIQUID

Thus far in the analysis we have treated the case of
weakly coupled Luttinger liquids, where we showed that
SO(4) symmetry describes the phase diagram and collective
modes of a system near the AF/TSC phase transition. How-
ever, there is a tendency away from Luttinger behavior as
pressure is increased towards the superconducting state, as
supported by the observation of field-induced SDW phases at
high magnetic fields,99–104 by optical measurements,105 and
by low temperature transport experiments.48 A review of the
normal state of Bechgaard salts at low magnetic fields is
given in Ref. 47. In this section, we will consider the effects
of interchain hopping in the extreme case where it is large
enough to destroy all remnants of Luttinger liquid physics,
and make the system into a highly anisotropic Fermi liquid
instead. We will see that even in this limit, despite the loss of
nesting, an approximate SO(4) symmetry remains.

We begin by looking at the classical SO(4) symmetry of
the GL free energy. In order to investigate this symmetry, it
is sufficient to consider the quartic GL terms. This follows
from the fact that our analysis of the phase diagram includes
explicitly anisotropy in the quadratic terms, see Eq.(29),
which is tuned to zero by pressure at the AF/TSC transition.
As shown in Appendix B, a microscopic derivation of the GL
parameters starting from a weakly interacting Fermi liquid
leads to the following form for the quartic GL terms:

F4 = As2suCu2d2 − uC2u2d + BsN2d2

+ 2sC + DduCu2N2 − 4DuC ·Nu2, s79d

where, for a perfectly nested Fermi surface,A=B=C/2=D
=7zs3d /16p2v fT

2 satisfy the SO(4) symmetry conditions
(31)

A = D,

B = D,

C/2 = D,

and the sign of the coefficients corresponds to the unitary
TSC case. In the presence of interchain couplingtb, the
single electron spectrum becomes

jk = − 2ta coska − 2tb coskb − m. s80d

Although Bechgaard salts are triclinic, and expression(80)
applies to rectangular lattices only, it gives a good approxi-
mation to the low energy quasiparticle states of the system.
Here, we taketa=250 meV,tb=20 meV, as estimated from
plasma frequency measurements106 and band structure
calculations.107 In addition, we takem=Î2ta, corresponding
to a quarter-filled band and a nesting vectorQ=s2kf ,pd
<sp /2 ,pd. We note that, in the Fermi liquid description,
dimerization only affects very high energy quasiparticles,
and we exclude it from Eq.(80).

At first glance, interchain hopping seems to have a dev-
astating effect on the SO(4) symmetry. The nesting vectorQ
no longer connects the right and left moving Fermi surfaces

exactly. Hence, while the coefficientA is insensitive totb, the
low temperature divergence in the coefficientsB, C, andD is
preempted by the loss of nesting. Instead, these coefficients
saturate at a temperature of the order oftb

2/ ta<20 K, chang-
ing the ratioA/B from unity at high temperatures to about 10
at Tc=1.2 K. However, nesting strongly affects antiferro-
magnetism only, and not superconductivity. Hence, its effects
on the GL parameters grow in proportion to the number of
times that each GL parameter multipliesN in Eq. (79). Thus,
most of the effect can be absorbed into the normalization of
the fieldN. While the fieldsN andC cannot be normalized
independently in the full GL free energy, as this would
change the ratio of gradient terms1

2fu¹Cu2+s¹Nd2g, such
scaling is allowed when considering the mean-field proper-
ties of the system. The conditions for SO(4) symmetry at
mean-field level are then

ÎAB= D,

sC + Dd = 3D. s81d

Thus, at the mean-field level, SO(4) symmetry is only broken
weakly. This is illustrated in Fig. 13, where the left- and
right-hand sides of the conditions Eq.(81) are evaluated ex-
plicitly. Despite the strong variation in the values of the dif-
ferent GL coefficients, the curves shown in Fig. 13 trace
similar trajectories, indicating the approximate SO(4) sym-
metry. At Tc=1.2 K, we findA=7.03104, B=7.33103, C
=3.13104, and D=2.13104, leading toÎAB/D=1.06 and
sC+Dd / s3Dd=0.82 (N was rescaled by a factor of 1.76).
Thus, the conditions Eq.(81) deviate from exact SO(4) sym-
metry by less than 20% atTc=1.2 K.

FIG. 13. Quartic Ginzburg-Landau coefficients(79) for a
strongly anisotropic Fermi liquid, for the choice of parametersta
=250 meV, tb=20 meV. The solid curve showsÎAB, the dashed
curve D, and the dash–dotted curvesC+Dd /3. Although the three
curves do not coincide, as would be required by SO(4) symmetry,
they trace similar trajectories all the way down to the critical tem-
peratureTc=1.2 K (vertical dotted line). At temperatures higher
than shown, the three curves converge as nesting is restored.
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While classical SO(4) symmetry is no longer exact, the
phase diagram derived in previous sections does not change
in important ways. At the mean-field level, the 20% variation
from the SO(4) conditions Eq.(81) can open a very narrow
mixed phase between the TSC and AF phases. Hence, as
pressure is varied from the AF phase to the TSC phase, there
will no longer be a discontinuity in the order parameters or in
the density. Instead, these quantities will show a smooth but
very rapid variation as pressure transverses the mixed phase.
Therefore, due to the narrowness of the mixed phase, the
system will be very sensitive to disorder. For realistic sys-
tems, which have impurities and crystal defects, the mixed
phase will segregate into inhomogeneous regions of AF and
TSC, just as found in the coexistence phase in the strictly
first order case. However, unlike the case of a first order
transition, the inhomogeneous behavior will be apparent
even when the phase diagram is tuned by experimental vari-
ables that are intrinsic. We note that the narrowness of the
mixed phase, and the corresponding sensitivity to disorder, is
a direct consequence of the proximity of the system to SO(4)
symmetry.

We now consider the fluctuation-induced first order tran-
sition between the AF and normal phases near the SO(4)
symmetric point. We note that in order to alter the topology
of the phase diagram, the bare GL parameters must differ
enough from the SO(4) symmetric values to divert the RG
flow near a new critical point. While symmetry can play an
important role in an RG flow, it is difficult to conceive of a
situation wherereductionof symmetry would lead to soften-
ing of the first order transitions into second order. Thus, we
expect the first order transition between AF and normal
phases discussed earlier to still be present. Finally, we note
that the case we consider in this section is extreme, in that
we look study the system as a weakly interacting, strongly
anisotropic Fermi liquid. This probably gives a strong over-
estimate of the magnitude of the breaking of classical SO(4)
symmetry in real systems, which are likely to lie between the
Fermi liquid limit and the weakly coupled Luttinger liquid
limit, where SO(4) is a good symmetry.

Before concluding this section, we briefly discuss the ef-
fects of interchain coupling on the quantum SO(4) symmetry.
One can look for this symmetry by verifying the existence of
the Q resonance in a strongly anisotropic Fermi liquid for-
malism. Inside the TSC phase, this can be done using RPA
type calculations, which include the AF particle–hole andQ
resonance particle–particle channels(see, e.g., Ref. 108). Re-
sults of these calculations will be reported elsewhere. The
main effect of interchain hopping is to fix the transverse
components of the nesting vector toQ=s2kf ,p ,pd. Thus, the
Q resonance for quasi-one-dimensional systems is a collec-
tive mode, whose quantum numbers are spin zero, charge
two, and wave vectorQ. The presence of interchain coupling
also introduces broadening of theQ mode, and prevents it
from softening all the way down to zero energy at the AF/
TSC phase transition. Instead, we expect the minimum en-
ergy of the excitation to be of the order oftb

2/ ta=16 meV.

IX. EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES OF THE SO(4)
SYMMETRY

The interplay of AF and SC in the organic material
sTMTSFd2PF6 has been a subject of active investigation.7–9

There is strong experimental evidence supporting that super-
conducting order is spin triplet, as discussed in Sec. I. In
addition, sTMTSFd2PF6 has a quasi-one-dimensional struc-
ture, as the anisotropy of electron tunneling along the chains
(a), in the planes(b), and perpendicular to the planes(c) is of
the order ofta: tb: tc=250:25:1. Hence,sTMTSFd2PF6 is a
good candidate for comparison with the theoretical model
discussed in this paper. Following the discussion in Sec. III
and Appendix B we expect the triplet order parameter in this
material to be unitary. The phase diagram for this case was
obtained in Sec. V. In Ref. 55 we compare this to the experi-
mental phase diagram ofsTMTSFd2PF6.

10,11 One conse-
quence of having enhanced symmetry at a phase transition is
the suppression of the critical temperature due to fluctuations
of one order parameter into the other. This may contribute to
the drastic drop inTAF as pressure is increased near the AF/
TSC phase boundary in Bechgaard salts.10

The first order transition between AF and TSC phases
near the critical point, Fig. 6, leads to a regime of frustrated
phase separation, with domains of one phase inside the other.
The volume fractions of each phase are governed by the
Maxwell construction, while the size of individual domains
is determined by the competition between short-range and
long-range parts of the Coulomb interaction.109 If the do-
mains are distributed randomly, the total resistance of the
system may be found using an effective medium approxima-
tion. This implies, for example, that the system is supercon-
ducting when the TSC phase is beyond the percolating
threshold. On the other hand, it is possible that the TSC
domains are not distributed uniformly in the system, and are
more favorable on the surface of the sample. In this case, the
TSC regions can “short-circuit” the system even before they
reach the percolation condition for the bulk. Transport prop-
erties consistent with this scenario of an inhomogeneous sys-
tem have been reported in Ref. 10.

An interesting direction for exploring competition be-
tween AF and TSC phases is to use magnetic field experi-
ments in the superconducting state near the AF/TSC phase
boundary. Magnetic field produces orbital currents that
strongly suppress electron pairing and leads to a formation of
an Abrikosov vortex lattice. Suppression of the AF order by
Zeeman effect is much smaller. Thus, we expect magnetic
fluctuations to become strongly enhanced in the mixed
state.30,62,110–112Since the critical field along thec axis is
Hc2

c =100 mT,18 an applied magnetic field along thec axis on
the order of a few mT can have a strong effect, see Fig. 14.
This is in contrast with effects such as field induced SDWs
and reentrant superconductivity, which require fields of at
least 5 T for their observation.1,99–104For pressures close to
the AF/TSC phase boundary and for slightly larger magnetic
fields there may also be a quantum phase transition in which
long range AF order develops inside the vortex phase. We
note that strong sensitivity of 1/T1 to magnetic fields in the
superconducting state ofsTMTSFd2PF6 have been reported
in Ref. 20. Here, increasing the magnetic field along theb
axis from 12.8 to 232 mT results in a large increase of
1/T1, consistent with the enhancement of antiferromag-
netism that we propose. Earlier specific heat measurements
in Ref. 113 already showed that when the superconducting
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order in sTMTSFd2ClO4 is suppressed by a magnetic field,
the system goes into a semimetallic state with a suppressed
quasiparticle density of states. This is consistent with devel-
oping AF order, thus opening a gap in the quasiparticle spec-
trum. It may be interesting to study further the enhancement
of magnetic order in the mixed state with neutron
scattering,114–117NMR,118–120andmSR121 experiments.

In Ref. 55(see also Sec. VII of this paper) we discuss that
direct observation of theQ mode in the superconducting
phase should be possible through neutron scattering. The
most important feature of theQ resonance, which identifies
it as a generator of the SO(4) symmetry, is the pressure de-
pendence of the resonance energy inside the TSC phase.
When the pressure is reduced and the system is brought to-
ward the phase boundary with the AF phase, we predict the
energy of theQ resonance to be dramatically decreased.
Mode softening is not expected generically at first order
phase transitions and provides a unique signature of the
SO(4) quantum symmetry. We note that due to interchain
hopping, the center of mass momentum of theQ excitation
in quasi-one-dimensional systems iss2kf ,p ,pd.

Another approach to detect theQ excitation involves tun-
neling experiments with the SSC/sTMTSFd2ClO4 junction
shown in Fig. 15(analogous experiments in the context ofp
excitations in the highTc cuprates are discussed in Ref. 122).
A singlet superconductor provides a reservoir of Cooper
pairs that can couple toQ pairs in sTMTSFd2ClO4. One
needs to overcome, however, the momentum mismatch be-
tween the two types of pairs. A possible approach is to use an
intermediate layer of the quasi-1d material sTMTTFd2PF6.
This salt is quarter filled and displays spin-Peierls(SP) order.
The modulations of the SP order thus have a periodicity of
four TMTTF sites, matching thes2kf ,p ,pd wave vector of

sTMTSFd2ClO4. The small mismatch between the two wave
vectors, due to differences in the lattice constant in these
compounds, can be compensated by a parallel magnetic
field.123 We expect peaks in the current–voltage characteris-
tics of the junction when the voltage bias compensates the
energy difference between Cooper andQ pairs

2eV= vQ. s82d

Peaks inIV should be present even above the superconduct-
ing transition temperature ofsTMTSFd2ClO4 and only re-
quire the other material to be superconducting. The choice of
sTMTSFd2ClO4 is made as this material is likely to be close
to the AF/TSC transition at ambient pressure.124 This elimi-
nates the need for pressure cells, which would make the ex-
periments much more difficult.

X. SUMMARY

The primary purpose of this paper has been to discuss the
competition of antiferromagnetism and triplet superconduc-
tivity in quasi-one-dimensional systems, such as Bechgaard
saltssTMTSFd2X. The point of departure of our work is the
existence of enhanced symmetry, that unifies the two order
parameters, in one-dimensional systems of interacting elec-
trons. Analysis of the Luttinger liquid model presented in
Sec. II showed that the usual charge and spin Us1d3SOs3d
symmetry is enhanced to a higher SOs3d3SOs4d symmetry
on the transition line between the two phases for incommen-
surate band filling. For half-filled systems and weak umklapp
scattering, the enhanced symmetry group becomes SO(4).
Weak coupling between chains, that enables true long range
order, is expected to perturb the SO(4) symmetry only
slightly.

In Secs. III–VI we studied the finite temperature phase
diagram for systems with SO(4) symmetry. For the unitary
case, a mean field analysis shows that SO(4) symmetry re-
quires a direct first order transition between TSC and AF
phases. In addition, fluctuations of the order parameters turn
a portion of the boundary between AF and normal phases

FIG. 14. The effect of a magnetic field on the superconducting
state. For points(A) far from the AF/TSC boundary, the magnetic
field destroys superconductivity leading to a normal state. For
points (B) close to the boundary, a magnetic phase is stabilized
instead. The double line denotes a first order transition, which ex-
pands into a AF/TSC coexistence region in the experimental phase
diagram. Here we focus on the unitary case, but similar effects can
be seen for the nonunitary case near the AF/TSC mixed phase.
Fields of the order of 100 mT are sufficient for a significant en-
hancement in antiferromagnetism to be observed. This is in contrast
with field-induced SDW phases, which require fields in excess of
5 T.

FIG. 15. Tunneling experiment for detecting theQ excitation in
sTMTSFd2ClO4 material. A singlet superconducting material with a
higher transition temperature thansTMTSFd2ClO6 provides a reser-
voir of Cooper pairs that can couple resonantly toQ pairs. Momen-
tum mismatch between the Cooper pairs in SC andQ pairs in
sTMTSFd2ClO4 is compensated by scattering of electrons in a layer
of the SP materialsTMTTFd2PF6.
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into a first order transition and also lead to a weakly first
order transition between TSC and normal phases. For the
nonunitary case, SO(4) symmetry requires two second order
transitions between TSC and AF phases. We find that the
system is close to having a SO(4) symmetric tetracritical
point, but thermal fluctuations stretch this point into a short
line of direct first order transitions from the normal state to
the mixed state. Our results have direct implications for
quasi-one-dimensional organic superconductors from the
sTMTSFd2X family, which are likely to be unitary triplet
superconductors. For example, first order transitions between
the AF and the TSC phases, and between the Normal and the
AF phases explain the AF/TSC and the AF/Normal coexist-
ence regions found in the phase diagram ofsTMTSFd2PF6.

In Sec. VII we analyze collective excitations in various
phases and demonstrate that SO(4) leads to the existence of a
new collective mode, theQ excitation, which describes rota-
tions between the AF and the TSC phases. In Sec. IX we
study possible experimental tests of the SO(4) symmetry. We
propose that theQ excitation should be observed as a sharp
resonance in spin polarized inelastic neutron scattering ex-
periments in the superconducting phase. We predict that the
energy of the peak decreases toward the first order phase
transition to AF order. Such softening of modes is not ex-
pected in general near a first order transition and would be a
unique signature of the enhanced symmetry at the transition
point.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF SO „3…ÃSO„4… SYMMETRY
IN LUTTINGER LIQUIDS

In this Appendix we demonstrate that along the lineg1
=2g2, the Luttinger liquid Hamiltonian(1) has an exact
SOs3dspin3SOs4disospinsymmetry. For this, we use bosoniza-
tion to write theQ± operators(6) as sr = ± d:

Qr
† = r E dx

hr↑hr↓
2pa

e−rAsxd, sA1d

whereAsxd= iÎ2ffrsxd+ursxdg and ur=pexdx8Prsx8d. Note
that Qr

† are independent of the spin fieldsfs andus. Hence,
the spin sector of the bosonized Hamiltonian commutes trivi-
ally with Qr

†, and we need only keep track of the charge
sector

Hr =E dxSpurKr

2
Pr

2 +
ur

2pKr

s]xfrd2D . sA2d

Wheneverg1=2g2, corresponding toKr=1, the commutator
fHr ,Ag takes on a simple form:

fHr,Asxdg = Î2urf]xfrsxd + pPrsxdg = − iur]xAsxd,

sA3d

so that commutingHr with an arbitrary function ofAsxd is
equivalent to taking the derivative with respect tox. For
example,

fHr,e
Ag = o

n

1

n!
fHr,A

ng

= fHr,Ag +
1

2
„AfHr,Ag + fHr,AgAsxd… + ¯

= − iurS]xA +
1

2
sA]xA + ]xAAdD + ¯

= − iur]xe
A. sA4d

Hence,

FHr,E dxeAsxdG = − iurE dx]xe
Asxd = − iurfeAsLd − eAs0dg,

sA5d

which vanishes if periodic boundary conditions are imposed
on fsxd andusxd. Thus, forKr=1,

fH,Q±
†g = 0, sA6d

and the Luttinger liquid has full SOs3dspin3SOs4disospinsym-
metry, generated byQ±, the total spin operatorsSa, and the
charge of left and right movers,

Q± = o
ks
Sa±,ks

† a±,ks−
1

2
D . sA7d

The enlarged symmetry relies on the independent conserva-
tion of total number of right and left movers. This is not a
good conservation law, for instance, in the presence of im-
purity scattering, dimerization, or umklapp. For generalKr,
we find

fH,Q±
†g =

Kr
2 − 1

2Kr
E dxÎ2urf]xfrsxd − pPrsxdg

h±↑h±↓
2pa

e7Asxd.

sA8d

We would like to thank Daw-Wei Wang for helpful dis-
cussions on results presented in this section.

APPENDIX B: PARAMETERS OF THE GINZBURG-
LANDAU FREE ENERGY FOR WEAK INTERACTIONS

To extract parameters of the GL free energy we consider a
mean-field Hamiltonian

H = o
ks

sek − mdaks
† aks+ C ·o

k

wkaks
† a−ks8

† sss2dss8

+ C* ·o
k

wka−ks8aksss2sds8s + F ·o
k

ak−kfs
† ak+kfs8sss8

+ F * · o
k

ak+kfs
† ak−kfs8sss8 sB1d
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where wk= uku /k gives the sign ofk. Integrating out the fer-
mions yields an effective action for the order parameter
fields. We obtain the fourth order terms:

F4 = As2suCu2d2 − uC2u2d + Bs2suFu2d2 − uF2u2d + 2CuCu2uFu2

+ 2DsuCu2uFu2 − uF · Cu2 − uF * · Cu2d sB2d

where

A =
1

2b
o
vn

E dk

2p
G2s− k,− vndG2sk,vnd

B =
1

b
o
vn

E dk

2p
G2sk,vndGsk + 2kf,vndfGsk + 2kf,vnd

+ 2Gsk − 2kf,vndg

C = −
1

b
o
vn

E dk

2p
G2sk,vndGs− k,− vndfGsk + 2kf,vnd

+ Gsk − 2kf,vndg

D =
1

b
o
vn

E dk

2p
Gsk,vndGs− k,− vndGsk + 2kf,vnd

3Gs− k − 2kf,− vndw−kwk+2kf
. sB3d

For instance, the diagram giving the coefficientA is shown in
Fig. 16.

For the Luttinger liquid type model with linearized spec-
trum aroundk= ±kf we obtain

A = B = C/2 = D. sB4d

The relationship among coefficients[Eq. (B4)] implies that
the effective GL free energy[Eq. (B2)] is SOs3dspin

3SOs4disospin symmetric, as expected from the discussion in
Sec. II. F can thus be parameterized in the form(22), with
ũ1=3A and ũ2=−2A. In the clean limit,

A =
7zs3d

16p3v fT
2 ,

wherezs3d=1.202, etc., andv f is the Fermi velocity.
Note that, as was pointed out in Sec. III B, to linear order

in g3, umklapp does not affect the quartic coefficients of the
free energy. For instance, the diagrams in Fig. 17 could con-
tribute to the coefficient of the termuFzu2uCzu2. However,
although they do not vanish individually, the two add up to
zero. This is consistent with the Feynman–Hellman theorem
which requires that the only corrections to the free energy to
linear order ing3 be given by the expectation value of the
perturbation(14).

APPENDIX C: NONUNITARY TRIPLET
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND ANTIFERROMAGNETISM:

EXPANSION FROM THE LOWER CRITICAL
DIMENSION

Here we outline some of the methods used in the RG
calculation of the nonlinear model(48) in d=2+e dimen-
sions. The RG flow equations of a general nonlinear model
can be computed using the formalism of Friedan.75 The fields
in such models must satisfy constrains which force them to
lie on some target space manifoldM. For instance, the usual

FIG. 16. Diagram for the coefficientA in the GL free energy
(B2).

FIG. 17. Corrections to coefficient ofuFzu2uCzu2 term in GL free
energy, to linear order in umklapp scattering(dashed line). The two
diagrams add up to zero. Inspection of all such diagrams shows that
the quartic coefficients of the GL free energy are not modified to
linear order.
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nonlinears model deals with a singleN-component vector
with a constrained fixed length, andM in this case is the
N−1 dimensional sphere describing the locus of possible
values of such vector. A local set of coordinatesfi can be
introduced on a patch ofM, in terms of which the free
energy becomes

F =E dxgij„fsxd…]mfisxd]mf jsxd. sC1d

Unlike the original fields used to define the model, the fields
fisxd are unconstrained; all information regarding the origi-
nal constrains is contained in the metricgij . The metric also
contains the coupling constants of the system. In Friedan’s
formalism, the RG flow is thought of as a gradual deforma-
tion of the manifold as the short length degrees of freedom
are integrated out. The RG equations can be written in a
covariant way; to one loop order,

]gij

]l
= egij − Rij , sC2d

where e=d−2 and Rij is the Ricci tensor, which is deter-
mined uniquely by the metric.

In practice, whenever the manifold is a homogeneous
spaceG/H, as in our case, it is simplest to work directly in
the tangent space of the manifold, see Ref. 76 for a detailed
discussion. In terms of the metric on the tangent space,hab,
the RG equations become

]hab

]l
= ehab − Rab, sC3d

where the Ricci tensor in the tangent space is given by

Rab = o
Ic

fac
I f Ib

c + o
cd

haa
2 − shcc − hddd2

4hcchdd
fac

dfbc
d sC4d

in terms of the structure factor constants of the groupG

fTa,Tbg = fab
cTc + fab

ITI

fTI,Tbg = f Ib
cTc. sC5d

Generators labeled by upper case indices are elements of Lie
H, while lower case indices denote generators in LieG-Lie
H. In applying expression(C4), we assume that the genera-
tors have been chosen so that the structure factor constants
(C5) are antisymmetric with respect to exchange of any two
indices; such a choice is always possible. Equation(C4) is
written in a noncovariant way to make the dependence on the
coupling constantshab explicit, and it shows the advantage
of working in tangent space: the Ricci tensor is given di-
rectly in terms of the Lie algebra ofG.

We briefly digress to discuss the Lie algebra of the group
SOsNd, which hasNsN−1d /2 generators corresponding to
infinitesimal rotations in the planeskm,m8l, where the indi-
cesmÞm8 run through theN independent axes. For instance,
SOs3d has three generators,Tx=kŷ, ẑl, Ty=kẑ, x̂l, and Tz

=kx̂, ŷl. Keeping in mind thatkm,m8l=−km8 ,ml (“a clock-
wise rotation in thex−y plane is a counterclockwise rotation
in the y−x plane”), we introduce a graphical representation:

if we drawN points on a sheet of paper, an arbitrary genera-
tor km,m8l can be represented by an arrow going from point
m to point m8. The structure factor constants of the Lie al-
gebra

fkm,m8l,kn,n8lg = dm8nkm,n8l − dm8n8km,nl − dmnkm8,n8l

+ dmn8km8,nl

can be written as a “generalizede tensor,”

fkm,m8l,kn,n8lg = ekm,m8lkn,n8l
kp,p8lkp,p8l, sC6d

which has a simple interpretation in terms of the arrows de-
scribed above:e vanishes unlesskm,m8l, kn,n8l, andkp,p8l
are the edges of a closed triangle. If they do form a closed
triangle, count the number of times that the directions of the
arrows must be flipped to turn it into an oriented triangle,
i.e., one satisfyingm8=n, n8=p, andp8=m. If the number of
flips is even, thene=1; otherwisee=−1. With this in mind,
inspection of Eq.(C4) shows that, for groupsG based on
SOsNd, where fab

c~eab
c, the calculation of the Ricci tensor

reduces almost entirely to the counting of triangles.
Armed with these tools, consider the nonlinear model Eq.

(48),

F =E ddxS 1

2g1
s¹e1d2 +

1

2g2
fs¹e2d2 + s¹e3d2g

+
1

g3
fse1 · ¹ e2d2 + se1 · ¹ e3d2g +

1

g4
se2 · ¹ e3d2D .

sC7d

Model (C7) has the symmetry SOsNd of rotations of the
N-component vectors, and the symmetry SOs2d of internal
rotations betweene2 ande3. Hence, the symmetry group of
Eq. (C7) is G=SOsNd3SOs2d. The order parameter is a
triad of mutually orthogonal vectors,F=se1e2e3d, and the
ordered phase has residual symmetryH=SOsN−3d
3SOs2ddiag. The generators ofH leave the triadF invariant,
whereas the generators in LieG-Lie H rotate the triad and
are in one-to-one correspondence with the spin waves of the
system.

We identify four types of spin waves, corresponding to
the following classes of generators:Ta1

, which leaveeh2,3j
untouched but rotatee1 into one of the remainingN−3 di-
rections;Ta2

, which leavee1 untouched, but rotate eithere2

or e3 into one of the remainingN−3 directions;Ta3
, of rota-

tions in either thee1,e2 plane or thee1,e3 plane; andTa4
,

composed of the single generator of rotations in thee2,e3
plane. Each class furnishes an independent irreducible repre-
sentation under the action of the groupH, leading to four
different spin wave velocities, and to four different coupling
constants,h1. . .h4,

hbc = o
a1

h1dba1
dca1

+ o
a2

h2dba2
dca2

+ o
a3

h3dba3
dca3

+ h4dba4
dca4

.

The RG flow Eqs.(C3) become
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dh1

dl
= eh1 −

1

2p
SN − 2 +

h1
2 − h2

2 − h3
2

h2h3
D

dh2

dl
= eh2 −

1

2p
SN − 2 +

h2
2 − h3

2 − h1
2

2h1h3
−

h4

2h2
D

dh3

dl
= eh3 −

1

2p
SN − 2 +

N − 3

2

h3
2 − h1

2 − h2
2

h1h2
−

h4

2h3
D

dh4

dl
= eh4 −

1

2p
SN − 3

2

h4
2

h2
2 +

h4
2

2h3
2D . sC8d

The fixed SOsNd3SOs3d symmetric point of Eq.(C8) is
described in the body of the text forNù5. For N=4, the
fixed point is stable with respect to arbitrary perturbations
away from the SOsNd3SOs3d symmetric plane[inciden-
tally, in this case the fixed point has a larger symmetry than
expected, SOs4d3SOs4d]. On the other hand, within the
plane, it has one stable and one unstable direction. This sug-
gests the RG flows and the phase diagram are shown sche-
matically in Fig. 18.

Note that we have a whole line of direct transitions be-
tween the disordered and the TSC+AF phases. This whole
line is controlled by the point O that has a high SOs4d
3SOs4d symmetry. This is quite remarkable: a higher sym-
metry appears not at a single point but at the whole transition
line.

APPENDIX D: NONUNITARY TRIPLET
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND ANTIFERROMAGNETISM:

LARGE N ANALYSIS

In Sec. VI A we pointed out that a free energy in Eq.(29)
in the largeN limit should be considered with care, when
ũ1+ ũ2/3 is close to zero. Here we assume thatũ2.0, so, this
requires negativeũ1. The complications arise when the sys-
tem goes outside the basin of attraction of the tetracritical
fixed point, and the RG flows carryũ1 to large negative
values. As we discuss below, this leads to a first order tran-
sition which is similar to what was suggested in Ref. 74 for
the normal toA1 transition in liquid3He. We take

ũ1 + ũ2/3 =
d

4N
, sD1d

whered is positive and is of order 1/N. We now extend the
calculations presented in Sec. VI A to the next order in 1/N.
For all order parameters we separate expectation values and
fluctuations

C = saT + ıbT,sc + aL + ıb1,a0 + isc + ıbL,a1 + ıb0d

N = sNT,N0,N1,sN + NLd. sD2d

We can expand Eq.(29) to order 1/N2 and obtain tadpole
equations foraL andNL. In addition to the counterterms and
loops due to fluctuations of the transverse components, we
need to include fluctuations of the longitudinal components.
Note, that loops of longitudinal components may be termi-
nated by bubble chains coming fromũ2saTbTda0 vertices. We
also need to include diagrams that arise fromũ2saTbTdb1aL

vertices. Special attention should be paid to diagonalization
of propagators, since the free energy has terms which intro-
duce mixing between fluctuating components in Eq.(D2).

If we want to absorb the cutoff dependence into renormal-
ization of quadratic coefficient[compare to Eq.(38)], we
need to define the latter relative to

rc8 = rc − s40ũ1 + 24ũ2dE
0

L

d3k

s2pd3

1

k2 + s4ũ1 + 8ũ2d
j

2p2 log L,

sD3d

where

j =
ũ2N

4
. sD4d

Integrals in tadpole equations cannot be calculated ex-
actly. Hence, we expand them in two cases:j2@32ũ2s2 and
j2!32ũ2s2 [s2 corresponds tosN

2 or sC
2 or ssN

2 +sC
2 d /2 de-

pending on terms in the integrals]. Also, while solving final
system of equations, expansions under conditionssC

2 @sN
2,

sC
2 !sN

2, sC
2 <sN

2 were made. To be concrete, we took the
valuesũ1=−1/s4Nd+d / s4Nd and ũ2=3/s4Nd.

Transition from disordered phase to superconductive and
antiferromagnetic phases outside the vicinity ofrc8 remains
of the second order, though transition border shifts such that

FIG. 18. RG flows in Eq.(51) for N=4. Point O has a symmetry
SOs4d3SOs4d.

FIG. 19. Phase diagram for large N under conditions((D1)).
Solid line is a I order phase transition, dashed—II.
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tN,C =
15

16p2N
log

16

3
. sD5d

In the vicinity of full SOs3d3SOsNd symmetry linetN
= tC we expanded equations under conditions

usN
2 − sC

2 u , s2/N, sD6d

resulting in first order phase transition, limited by boundaries

tN,L + 2tC,L = 0 sD7d

and

tN,M + 2tC,M =
C0

2

4N2d
, sD8d

whereC0=s1+3Î3/2d /p.

Condition (D6) for solution obtained, appears to be valid
not only for small deviations from the line of symmetry, but
for entire line of transition. Thus solution[Eqs. (D7) and
(D8)] is self-consistent in the entire region, resulting in phase
diagram shown in Fig. 19. In comparison with solution of the
first order expansion, boundary of mixed phase becomes a
first order phase transition, and there is no angle between
NC↔N andNC↔C boundaries(which is~d in first order
expansion). Boundary of the basin of attraction of stable
fixed point is determined by the validity of expansion for
different conditions forj2. In our case it isNd,1.

On the other hand, expansion under conditionsN
2 @sC

2 for
NC↔N transition, andsN

2 !sC
2 for NC↔C also results in

self-consistent solution with phase transition boundary of a
different geometry. On the boundary minor component drops
to zero, while major almost does not change. In our opinion,
this solution does not have a physical sense.
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